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Older Adults in the Courtroom: Lessons from Ontario and BC 
 
*Coauthored by Kimberly A. Whaley, Ameena Sultan and Jaël Marques de Souza, Whaley Estate 
Litigation.  

INTRODUCTION 

Although steps have been taken by the legislatures of both Ontario and British 
Columbia (“BC”) to ameliorate the problems faced by older persons in the courts, there 
remain a growing number of cases where the interests of older adults fall between the 
cracks. This paper offers a review of recent case law illustrating some of the most 
prevalent problems colouring the experience of older adults in the courts.  

This review aims to review the impact and development of capacity legislation in Ontario 
and British Columbia. We look at the implementation of the Substitute Decisions Act, 
1992 in Ontario, and the Powers of Attorney Act and Patients Property Act in BC and 
question whether each have led to more effective representation of older adults’ 
interests and protection against elder abuse in the courts? We seek to identify some of 
the problems that remain, and consider for discussion purposes, some of the ways we 
can address them? 

ONTARIO 

The Substitute Decisions Act, 1992 (“SDA”) governs substitute decision-making and 
certain capacity matters in Ontario.  The SDA seeks to protect the interests of 
vulnerable persons, while at the same time providing means for individuals whose 
capacity is at issue to exercise their autonomy both in their everyday lives and as a part 
of the judicial process. 

The SDA governs the appointment of guardians and the obligations of attorneys and 
guardians for property and for personal care.  The SDA provides for certain additional 
protections for adults who are the subject matter of power of attorney disputes, 
guardianship applications or capacity assessments. These include a right to 
independent representation, notice of any pending proceedings, and access to an 
independent review board to which one can appeal certain decisions including findings 
of incapacity.1 

                                                           
*Kimberly A. Whaley is the principal of Whaley Estate Litigation, Ameena Sultan is a senior associate, 
and Jaël Marques de Souza is an associate of Whaley Estate Litigation.  This paper prepared for the B.C. 
CCEL Conference on Elder Law, Vancouver, November 15-17, 2012. 
1 See e.g. Substitute Decisions Act, 1992, SO 1992, C 30, ss 3, 16(6) and 69(1). 
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The Purposes of the Substitute Decisions Act, 1992 

The SDA bears the dual purposes of protecting vulnerable individuals while at the same 
time, respecting their autonomy. 

The SDA can be used creatively as a tool to remedy certain elder abuse situations, in 
that it addresses decision-making mechanisms for persons who are incapable (or 
alleged to be incapable).  It provides for property and personal care decisions, and for 
those who are authorized or required to make choices on behalf of incapable persons.  
It sets out confines within which decisions can be made, and the duties of those 
authorized as substitute decision makers. 

Underpinning the legislation is the aim of protecting those who require support but 
cannot avail themselves of it.  In the 1998 decision of Stickells Estate v. Fuller.2 Justice 
Lack noted that the purpose of the SDA is to protect the vulnerable.3 

In the 1999 decision of Re. Phelan,4 Justice Kitely opined on the purpose of the SDA as 
follows: 

The Substitute Decisions Act is a very important legislative policy.  It 
recognizes that persons may be become temporarily or permanently 
incapable of managing their personal or financial affairs.  It 
anticipates that family members or others will identify when an individual 
has lost such capacity.  It includes significant evidentiary protections 
to ensure that declarations of incapacity are made after notice is 
given to all those affected or potentially affected by the declaration 
and after proof on a balance of probabilities has been advanced by 
professionals who attest to the incapacity.  It requires that a plan of 
management be submitted to explain the expectations.  It specifies 
ongoing accountability to the court for the implementation of the plan and 
the costs of so doing. 

The alternative to such a legislative framework is that incapable persons 
and their families might be taken advantage of by unscrupulous persons.  
The social values of protecting those who cannot protect themselves 
are of “superordinate importance.5 

                                                           
2 Stickells Estate v. Fuller, 24 E.T.R. (2d) 25, [1998] O.J. No. 2940 (Ont. Gen. Div.) [hereinafter Stickells 
Estate v. Fuller]. 
3Ibid, at paragraph 15. 
4 Re. Phelan. 29 ETR (2d) 82, [1999] OJ No. 2465 (Ont. S.C.J.). [hereinafter Re. Phelan] 
5 Ibid. at paragraphs 22 and 23 [emphasis added]. 
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Proceedings under the SDA offer the possibility of appointing a person to make 
decisions on behalf of a person who has lost the capacity to do it him or herself.  This 
person is generally referred to as a ‘substitute decision maker’ who in Ontario may be 
an attorney under power of attorney, guardian, or statutory guardian. 

It has been noted frequently by judges of the Superior Court of Justice that the SDA  is 
not meant to provide a forum for family members to air their disputes at the expense of 
vulnerable older persons.   As noted by Justice D.M. Brown in one of the many 
decisions in Abrams v. Abrams, 6 the SDA is not meant “to enable disputing family 
members to litigate their mutual hostility in a public court.”  

The basic purpose of the SDA is to protect the property of incapable adults and to 
ensure the property is managed so as to ensure a future income.7  The SDA also seeks 
to ensure that personal care decisions are made in a manner that is consistent with the 
‘best interests’ of the incapable person.   

Although its emphasis is on protecting the vulnerable, the legislation seeks to avoid an 
overly paternalistic approach by recognizing the dignity and autonomy of individuals 
whose capacity is in question.  This cannot necessarily be said to be true of the current 
combined applicable legislation in B.C.  As examples, the SDA sets out presumptions of 
capacity, and legislated standards by which individuals may be found incapable.  The 
legislation also encourages the participation of incapable persons in decision-making, 
and provides for the inclusion and representation of incapable persons in court 
proceedings under the legislation.   

Protections Afforded by the SDA to Older Adults 

In addressing capacity, the SDA defines capable as “mentally capable” and capacity as 
having a corresponding meaning. The SDA defines incapable as “mentally incapable” 
and incapacity as having a corresponding meaning.   

The SDA incorporates tools that seek to protect the autonomy of individuals who find 
themselves subject to its provisions.  The statutory provisions are in recognition of the 
significance attributable to the potential loss of an individual’s autonomy as a result of 
proceedings under the SDA. 

As part of the protections afforded individuals under the SDA, the legislation sets out 
presumptions of capacity.  At common law, the SDA presumes that individuals who are 
eighteen years or older are capable of entering into a contract.8 Individuals who are 

                                                           
6 Abrams v Abrams, 2010 CarswellOnt 1135, 2010 ONSC 1254, 54 E.T.R. (3d) 283 at paras 33-35. 
7 Olivieri v Colangelo, 2012 CarswellOnt 7719, 2011 ONSC 3549, 217 ACWS (3d) 536. 
8 SDA, s. 2(1): 
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sixteen years of age or older are presumed capable of giving or refusing consent in 
respect of their own personal care.9   

The SDA has taken important steps towards increasing the dignity of incapable adults 
by conceptualizing capacity as being on a spectrum: under the SDA, adults may be 
incapable of managing either property or their person, or both, and their capacity may 
change over time.10  Capacity is time specific, decision/task specific, situation specific, 
and may fluctuate over time.   
(See paper on WEL website: Comparing the Various Tests of Capacity: 
http://whaleyestatelitigation.com/blog/2010/11/comparing-the-various-tests-of-capacity/   
Estate Planning Checklist:  
http://whaleyestatelitigation.com/resources/WEL_CapacityChecklist_EstatePlanningCon
text.pdf 
and Summary of Capacity Criteria: 
http://whaleyestatelitigation.com/resources/WEL_SummaryofCapacityCriteria.pdf) 
 

Another example of these protections is the important requirement that individuals 
undergoing capacity assessments be given rights advice, that is, fulsome information on 
their legal rights to refuse an assessment or challenge the outcome of an assessment.11  

The SDA requires that an individual whose capacity is at issue in a proceeding be 
personally served with notice of any court or tribunal proceedings.  

The individual, regardless of capacity, has the right to take part in the proceedings and 
have access to a lawyer, and, if such person does not already have counsel, section 3 
of the SDA provides for the appointment of counsel. Subsection 3(1)(b) provides for a 
further presumption of capacity.  It sets out that a person who is represented by a 
lawyer appointed pursuant to section 3 of the SDA is “deemed to have capacity to retain 
and instruct counsel.”12 

Despite the protections afforded by the SDA, there remain many areas of concern with 
respect to the treatment of older adults in the courts. 

Proceedings have a tendency to be very complex, transcending legal-medical barriers 
and requiring creative resolution strategies customized to the unique fact situation. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
2.  (1)  A person who is eighteen years of age or more is presumed to be capable of entering into a 
contract.” 
9 SDA s. 2(2),: 
2. (2)  A person who is sixteen years of age or more is presumed to be capable of giving or refusing 
consent in connection with his or her own personal care.” 
10 See SDA and Judith Wahl “Developing an Anti-Ageist Approach to the Law” at 23. 
11 Sec 78(2)(b) of the SDA -  78.(2)  Before performing an assessment of capacity, the assessor shall 
explain to the person to be assessed,  (b) the significance and effect of a finding of capacity or incapacity 
12 Section 3 of the SDA is addressed in more detail below 
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The Application of the SDA to Older Adults 

A common theme in the application of capacity legislation to older adults in Ontario, as 
identified by the Advocacy Centre for the Elderly (“ACE”) in their submission to the Law 
Commission of Ontario’s project on Older Adults, is that of “Good law, bad practice.”13 In 
other words, although the SDA contains protections that could, in theory, protect the 
interests of older adults, one of the hindrances to protecting the interests of older adults 
in the courts is not the provisions themselves, but rather the way they are put to 
practice.  There is no commonality, consistency and it is being used in a manner never 
initially contemplated. 

The following highlights some of the SDA’s provisions as applied to older adults in the 
courts. 

Capacity to Manage Property 

Section 6 of the SDA deems an adult to be incapable of managing property where he or 
she: 

is not able to understand information that is relevant to making a decision in the 
management of his or her property; or is not able to appreciate the reasonably 
foreseeable consequences of a decision or lack of decision. 

In order to be found incapable of managing property, a person must “fail” one or both 
parts of the test set out in section 6 of the SDA.  
 
There is helpful guidance on the application of section 6 of the SDA from many of the 
Consent and Capacity Board (“CCB”) decisions and appeal decisions.   
 
By way of background, the CCB is the expert administrative tribunal that deals with 
involuntary admission, treatment, and consent and capacity issues under the Health 
Care Consent Act, 1996, S.O. 1996, c. 2 and property management issues under the 
SDA and the Mental Health Act.14  
 

                                                           
13 Advocacy Centre for the Elderly, “The Law as it Affects Older Adults: Submission to the Law 
Commission of Ontario” (2008), online: Advocacy Centre for the Elderly, <http://www.advocacycentre 
elderly.org/pubs/Law_as_it_Affects_Older_Adults_ July_2008.pdf>  at 6. 
14 R.S.O. 1990, c. M.7 
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Two branches of section 6 of the SDA:  (i) Understanding; (2) Appreciating 

(i)  Understanding the Relevant Information 

W(P), Re15 

In the case of W(P)Re, heard by the CCB, the Board discussed the conception of 
capacity to manage one’s finances under the SDA.  It was stated that capacity is 
defined not in accordance with whether or not an adult has succeeded in managing his 
or her affairs, but rather, is defined in accordance with whether an adult is capable of 
understanding information and appreciating the foreseeable consequences of a 
decision or lack of decision.   

In this case, a 67 year old gentleman had been fortunate to come into contact with a 
number of individuals who had provided him with help, enabling him to manage his 
finances to some extent despite a significant decrease in his mental functioning.16 

In finding him incapable to manage his finances, the CCB stated: 

It appeared that so far, PW had been fortunate to run into trustworthy people to 
assist him. But that is not capacity. The simple and inescapable fact was that PW 
was unable to truly understand (ie comprehend, process and retain) information 
relevant to managing property.17 

The CCB defined what is required by “to understand information relevant to making a 
decision:” 

Being able to understand information means more than being able to hear, 
repeat and immediately respond to information as it is received. Understanding 
requires that someone be able to process and retain information received, and to 
use that information in decision making. Because of his cognitive difficulties, PW 
lacked this ability.18 

This is one area where the SDA provides for protections for incapable adults and can 
impact the well-being of older adults whose incapacity renders them vulnerable to 
financial abuse: requiring that medical proof be provided showing that an individual is 
incapable of either understanding information relevant to making a decision about 
finances or to appreciate the consequences of that decision. This places the 
determination of capacity in the hands of, typically, impartial medical professionals, and 
                                                           
15 W(P), Re 2011 CarswellOnt 8315 (CCB) 
16 Ibid. at para 14. 
17 Ibid. at para 40.  
18 Ibid. at para 36. 
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out of the hands of lay persons who could be partial if they stand to gain personally from 
proving that an older adult is incapable of managing his or her finances.  

In addition, requiring that a determination of incapacity be based on cognitive 
functioning, keeps the focus of a proceeding on the issue of capacity which to a certain 
extent, decreases the chances that a determination of capacity will take into account 
ageist stereotypes. 

(ii)  Appreciating the Reasonably Foreseeable Consequences of a Decision 

M(C), Re19 

This case presents a second example of how the SDA’s definition of capacity under 
section 6 may serve as a useful tool to adequately assess an adult’s capacity and make 
it more difficult to infiltrate value judgments and negative stereotypes into the 
assessment. 

The assessment of CM’s cognitive abilities showed that she was able to calculate 
money, had no significant memory impairments, and had knowledge of her financial and 
property affairs. However, CM, a university educated woman, suffered from delusions of 
a religious nature which led her to believe that it was her duty to give up her money to 
causes she designates as her “angel work,” which left her without money for clothing or 
shelter.20   

The assessment conducted in accordance with section 6 of the SDA enabled a full 
review of CM’s cognitive functions.  The assessor concluded that although CM had the 
cognitive abilities to understand information relevant to making financial decisions, she 
was unable to appreciate the consequences of her decisions as a result of her 
delusions. In that sense, the two-part criteria to be applied in assessing requisite 
capacity under the SDA allows for a clear review of an adult’s ability to make decisions 
without blurring the lines and failing to recognize where the adult does, in fact, have the 
requisite faculties to make financial decisions. 

Such an assessment facilitates the task of later reviewing an adult’s cognitive 
functioning. For instance, in this case, the medical professional who had had close 
contact with CM over the past years stated that she had improved with respect to her 
delusions and was currently better than she had ever been.21 It is possible that, should 
CM continue to improve, her ability to appreciate the consequences of her financial 
decisions would improve as well. A clear, two-part test for incapacity enables continued 
reviews of incapacity, painting a clearer picture of an adult’s cognitive functions. 

                                                           
19 M(C), Re, 2012 CarswellOnt 6199 (CCB) 
20 Ibid. at para 56. 
21 Ibid. at para 49. 
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CM applied to the CCB for a review of the finding that she was incapable of handling 
her financial affairs. She was represented by counsel at her hearing. 

The CCB decision reviewed the common law obligations of a health professional 
conducting a capacity assessment respecting the information he or she relies upon. She 
wrote: 

It is part of the Assessor's obligation in an assessment as set out in Koch (Re) 
(1997), 33 O.R. (3d) 485 (Ont. Gen. Div.) to probe and verify information before 
coming to a decision on assessment. Collateral information is important. An 
Assessor must probe and verify the information she receives from the subject of 
the assessment and from others. There is no obligation for an Assessor to then 
go back with that information and discuss it with the person being assessed. The 
legal representative for the person should have the information that the 
Assessor relied on to probe and question the Assessor on their report and 
conclusions and the Board member(s) deciding the matter must have the 
same documentation to make an evaluation on the report. The panel should 
consider all information the Assessor relied on to make the report irrespective of 
whether the person being evaluated had seen the material prior to the 
assessment.22 

The review of an assessment by an allegedly incapable person acts as an additional 
safeguard on the quality of the assessment that was made. In addition, parties may 
seek to examine the author of the assessment at the hearing. 

The onus is on the individual who alleges incapacity and/or conducted the assessment 
to establish that the allegedly incapable person is, in fact, incapable: 

On any review of incapacity to manage property under the Substitute Decisions 
Act (the "SDA"), the onus of proof at a CCB hearing is always on the attending 
health practitioner to prove the case. The standard of proof is proof on a balance 
of probabilities. The CCB must be satisfied on the basis of cogent and compelling 
evidence that the physician's onus has been discharged. There is no onus 
whatsoever on the patient.23 

The CCB must consider all of the evidence before it, and may consider hearsay 
evidence so long as its probative value is properly weighed.24 This affords some degree 
of protection for older adults who may not wish to actively participate in the process. 

                                                           
22 Ibid at para 11 [emphasis added]. 
23 Ibid. at para 17. 
24 Ibid. at para 18. 
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The Court’s Discretion to Order a Capacity Assessment 

One of the issues that has arisen in a few of the cases under the SDA involving older 
adults is that of whether a court has discretion to order a medical examination or 
successive examinations, to determine an older adult’s capacity where the medical 
evidence presented at the hearing is in some way deficient. It has been suggested and 
precedent dictates that courts may be able to make orders where it is in the best 
interests of incapable adults, even absent legislative authority to do so. 

Abrams v. Abrams (2008)25 

This case concerned an elderly couple, Ida and Philip Abrams, who are 85 and 90 years 
old, respectively. Mr. and Mrs. Abrams have a significant estate. Conflict arose between 
their three well-to-do children, Judith, Elizabeth and Stephen, as a result of the estate-
planning discussions that took place beginning in 2005.26  

While Elizabeth and Stephen claimed that Judith had turned their parents against them 
in order to further benefit from their estate, Mr. and Mrs. Abrams indicate that they trust 
Judith over their two other children. Mrs. Abrams has expressed a significant amount of 
distress over the familial feud that has erupted and persisted over the past few years. 

In 2007, Mrs. Abrams had granted a power of attorney to her husband, and made Judith 
her alternate attorney. In 2008, when court proceedings had commenced in respect of 
the matters being discussed in this proceeding, Stephen brought an application to be 
named attorney for his mother, claiming that neither his father nor Judith was a suitable 
candidate.27 

Of particular issue in this case is an analysis of when a court will order a medical 
assessment under section 79 of the SDA in order to determine an adult’s capacity. 
Stephen, in his submissions, requests such as assessment. Section 79 states: 

79. (1) If a person’s capacity is in issue in a proceeding under this Act and the 
court is satisfied that there are reasonable grounds to believe that the person is 
incapable, the court may, on motion or on its own initiative, order that the person 
be assessed by one or more assessors named in the order, for the purpose of 
giving an opinion as to the person’s capacity.  

(…) 

                                                           
25 2008 CarswellOnt 7788 [hereinafter “Abrams (2008)”]. 
26 Ibid. at paras 5-7. 
27 Ibid. at para 11. 
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Justice Strathy held in one of the many decisions, that in making this determination, the 
purpose of the SDA must be considered. He cited favourably the decisions of Stickells 
Estate v. Fuller28 and Re. Phelan29 which emphasized the purpose of the SDA to protect 
the vulnerable, and the provisions within that legislation to meet that purpose.30   

As such, in determining whether a medical report should be ordered, the protection of 
the older adults in question and the impact of the order on these individuals must be the 
foremost consideration. 

Four medical reports had been filed in respect of Mrs. Abrams. The medical evidence 
indicated that Mrs. Abrams had something akin to “early Alzheimer’s,” that she lacked 
the capacity to manage her finances and to make major health decisions, could/could 
not instruct counsel (opinions diverged), did not have testamentary capacity, but that 
she possessed the requisite capacity to grant a power of attorney.31 

In finding that there was no basis upon which to order further medical assessments, 
Justice Strathy considered the following factors: 

In considering whether to order an assessment, whether on motion or on its own 
initiative, a court must balance the affected party's fundamental rights against the 
court's duty to protect the vulnerable. The appointment of an assessor to conduct 
what is essentially a psychiatric examination is a substantial intervention into the 
privacy and security of the individual. As Mr. Justice Pattillo said in Flynn v. Flynn 
(December 18, 2007), Doc. 03-66/07 (Ont. S.C.J.): "[a] capacity assessment is 
an intrusive and demeaning process." 

There is little authority to guide me on the circumstances in which the 
court should order a further assessment where, as here, the individuals 
have voluntarily submitted to assessments by a qualified assessor. In 
Forgione v. Forgione, [2007] O.J. No. 2006 (Ont. S.C.J.), a second assessment 
was ordered where the first assessment had not been carried out by a qualified 
capacity assessor and the report that had been prepared was not in accordance 
with the Guidelines for Conducting Assessments of Capacity. There were, as 
well, serious questions about the capacity and vulnerability of the person to be 
assessed, none of which had been mentioned in the earlier report.32 

Justice Strathy went on to set out the particular factors the Court ought to consider and 
balance in order to make a determination as to whether to order a capacity assessment 
of an individual.  At paragraph 53, Strathy J. wrote: 
                                                           
28 Supra note 2. 
29 Supra note 4. 
30 Abrams (2008), supra note 25 at para. 47. 
31 Ibid. at paras 54 to 57. 
32 Ibid. at paras 50 to 51. 
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In my view, in deciding whether to order an assessment in this case, particularly 
as there are existing assessments, I should consider and balance the following 
factors to determine whether, in all the circumstances, the public interest and the 
interests of Philip and Ida, require that an assessment take place and justify the 
intrusion into their privacy: 

(a) the purpose of the SDA, as discussed above; 

(b) the terms of section 79, namely: 

 (i) the person's capacity must be in issue; and 

(ii) there are reasonable grounds to believe that the person is incapable; 

(c) the nature and circumstances of the proceedings in which the issue is 
raised; 

(d) the nature and quality of the evidence before the court as to the 
person's capacity and vulnerability to exploitation; 

(e) if there has been a previous assessment, the qualifications of the 
assessor, the comprehensiveness of the report and the conclusions 
reached; 

(f) whether there are flaws on the previous report, evidence of bias or lack 
of objectivity, a failure to consider 

relevant evidence, the consideration of irrelevant evidence and the 
application of the proper criteria; 

(g) whether the assessment will be necessary in order to decide the issue 
before the court; 

(h) whether any harm will be done if an assessment does not take place; 

(i) whether there is any urgency to the assessment; and 

(j) the wishes of the person sought to be examined, taking into account his 
or her  capacity.33 

                                                           
33 Ibid. at para. 53. 
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Applying these factors to the case at hand, Justice Strathy chose not to order any 
further assessments; he found that the assessments that were presented to him 
sufficed.34 

Stephen appealed Justice Strathy’s decision, as a result of which a 2009 decision by 
Justice Low of the Divisional Court also found that no further examination should be 
ordered.35 

In his decision, which was upheld by the Divisional Court, Justice Strathy sets out how 
the SDA aims to balance protection of the dignity and autonomy of older adults whose 
capacity is at issue with the protection of their person and assets. Medical assessments 
are meant to ensure that findings of incapacity are founded on informed medical 
findings; their purpose is not to be used by feuding children to manipulate their parents’ 
assets.  

Kischer v. Kischer36 

This was an application under the SDA by Rudoloph Kischer (“son”) to find his mother, 
Daisy Kischer (“mother”), incapable of managing her property and person and rendering 
the son her property and personal guardian.37 

The mother opposed the request for an assessment. 

Similarly to the case of Abrams above, at issue in this case was the court’s discretion to 
order a medical assessment. Justice Strathy, reviewing his own judgment in Abrams, 
offered the following guidance: 

The assessment process is an important tool for the court in the discharge of its 
responsibility to protect the vulnerable. It enables the court to obtain an objective, 
independent and expert assessment of the individual's capacity, free from the 
partisan and subjective perceptions of the parties. Its utility cannot be 
understated. That having been said, it is important to resist the temptation to 
order an assessment based on the argument "it can't hurt." It can hurt. 
Privacy and freedom from coercive interference with one's physical and 
mental autonomy are core values of Canadian society. In light of these 
values, and the presumption of capacity in the SDA, an assessment should 
only be ordered where a case has been made out, on reasonable grounds, 

                                                           
34Ibid. at paras. 56 to 62. 
35 Abrams v. Abrams, 2009 CarswellOnt 1580, 247 OAC 380 (Ont. Div. Ct.). 
36 Kischer v. Kischer, 2009 CarswellOnt 81 (Ont. S.C.J.).  
37 Ibid. at para 1. 
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and the court is satisfied that this intrusive measure is necessary to ensure 
that a potentially vulnerable person is protected. 

The nature and quality of the evidence will vary from case to case. I would 
suggest that the court will normally wish to have the evidence of at least 
one disinterested person, in addition to the applicant, who is familiar with 
the condition of the individual. That may not always be practical.38 

With this in mind, Justice Strathy proceeded to find that despite the privacy 
considerations at issue and the fact that the mother did not want to undergo a capacity 
assessment, the necessity of obtaining medical information overrode the privacy 
considerations. Unlike Abrams, where four assessments had already been conducted 
on Mrs. Abrams, there was no medical evidence with respect to the mother’s capacity to 
manage property. In addition, there existed prima facie evidence that incapacity may be 
an issue and that the mother’s assets could become depleted, as they had already 
become encumbered.39 

On this basis, the facts of this case were distinguished from Abrams and a capacity 
assessment was ordered under section 79 of the SDA. 

 

England and Wales High Court (Court of Protection) Decisions40 – SMBC and 
WMP and RG and GG (by their litigation friend, the Official Solicitor) and HSG and 
SK SKG41 

This case is interesting in that it involved the adjudication of matters concerning forced 
marriage and the police seeking forced marriage protection orders. The proceedings 
were commenced before the Court of Protection in the UK. Like Ontario, the 
presumption is that a person is presumed to have capacity unless and until the contrary 
is shown.  

The statutory definition for incapacity, under section 2 of the Mental Capacity Act, (the 
“MCA”) is as follows:  

(1) “For the purposes of this Act, a person lacks capacity in relation to a matter if at 
the material time he is unable to make a decision for himself in relation to the 
matter because of an impairment of, or a disturbance in the functioning of, the 
mind or brain. 

                                                           
38 Ibid. at paras 10-11 [emphasis added]. 
39 Ibid. at para 15. 
40 England and Wales High Court (Court of Protection) Decisions 
41 SMBC and WMP and RG and GG (by their litigation friend, the Official Solicitor) and HSG and SK SKG, 
[2011] EWHC B13 (COP) 
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(2) It does not matter whether the impairment or disturbance is permanent or 
temporary. 

(3) A lack of capacity cannot be established merely by reference to – 
(a) A person’s age or appearance, or 
(b) A condition of his, or an aspect of his behaviour, which might lead 

others to make unjustified assumptions about his capacity. 
(4) In proceedings under this Act or any other enactment, any question whether a 

person lacks capacity within the meaning of this Act, must be decided on the 
balance of probabilities. 

(5) No power which a person (“D”) may exercise under this Act – 
(a) In relation to a person who lacks capacity, or 
(b) Where D reasonably thinks that a person lacks capacity, 

Is exercisable in relation to a person under 16. 

(6) Subsection (5) is subject to section 18(3).” 

This case describes section 2 as the so-called, ‘diagnostic test’ and references section 
3 of the MCA as the functional test. Section 3 reads as follows: 
 

1. "(1) For the purposes of section 2, a person is unable to make a decision for 
himself if he is unable— 

(a) to understand the information relevant to the decision, 
(b) to retain that information, 
(c) to use or weigh that information as part of the process of making the 
decision, or 
(d) to communicate his decision (whether by talking, using sign language 
or any other means). 

(2) A person is not to be regarded as unable to understand the information 
relevant to a decision if he is able to understand an explanation of it given to him 
in a way that is appropriate to his circumstances (using simple language, visual 
aids or any other means). 

(3) The fact that a person is able to retain the information relevant to a decision 
for a short period only does not prevent him from being regarded as able to make 
the decision. 

(4) The information relevant to a decision includes information about the 
reasonably foreseeable consequences of— 

(a) deciding one way or another, or 
(b) failing to make the decision."  
 

The legislation in the U.K. is similar, yet, not the same as in Ontario. Too, the jurisdiction 
the court is afforded is similar, yet not the same as is highlighted throughout the 
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judgment which analysis is not the primary purpose of noting this case. Indeed, the 
primary purpose is twofold:  
 

(1) To review the analysis on the capacity to marry; and  
(2) To note with emphasis the court’s jurisdiction and conclusions with respect to 

whether or not  there should be an interim order for capacity assessment.  

With respect to the former – capacity to marry, the court refers to Sheffield CC v E & S 
[2004] EWHC 2808 (Fam)wherein Justice Munby summarized the issues and criteria to 
apply in considering the capacity to marry as follows:  

[1]  “Does P understand the nature of the marriage contract? 

ii. Does P understand the duties and responsibilities that normally attach 
to marriage? 

iii. Does P understand that marriage is a contract, formally entered into, 
which confers on the parties the status of Husband and Wife, having 
agreed to live together, to love one another as Husband and Wife, 
creating a relationship of mutual and reciprocal obligations, typically 
conferring the sharing of a common home and a common domestic life 
and the right to enjoy each other's society, comfort and assistance?” 

 

Part 3 of the court’s considerations are interesting to me, given that they seem to 
encompass as a factor to consider, a relationship of mutual and reciprocal obligations 
which could largely include financial obligations.  

 

At paragraph 45 of the judgment, it is argued that marriage is a simple relationship to 
comprehend. Again, the reference to the Sheffield case where Munby J., states:  

 

“Marriage … is not something on which the average person needs to obtain either 
expert advice or expert assistance. That is if I may say so palpably the case. I entirely 
accept as did the learned Judge that the contract of marriage is a very simple one which 
a normal person can easily comprehend. I accept too that there are many of borderline 
capacity whose lives are enriched by marriage. The bar must indeed as Munby J. said 
not be set too high so as to "operate …an unfair, unnecessary and indeed 
discriminatory bar against the mentally disabled." The problem with her reasoning 
however is that I have before me a doctor's report which is based on instructions to deal 
with the marriage and financial issues which is incomplete as to its inquiries; though 
there is plainly some evidence as to an incomplete and somewhat irresponsible 
approach to the married state. The psychiatrist says he wants more information. Ms 
Davidson criticised that- to determine the cause of a difficulty does not go to its nature 
and extent, she argued. It is not I think as simple as that. He is not ruling out incapacity 
either to marry or understand financial affairs. But he is saying that given the cognitive 
deficits he observed, more information will clarify the extent and depth of the problem”. 
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Again, the court seems to take into consideration, financial issues, and moreover at 
paragraph 6, further establishes the understanding of the obligations in marriage to 
encompass. 

[41] She argued that the Local Authority has failed to surmount the lower threshold 
test set out in s 48 MCA and as described by HHJ Hazel Marshall. She set the 
matter in the context of the Sheffield decision to which I have referred – arguing that 
HSG does understand the simple obligations of marriage and that it is in the light of 
Dr X's opinion premature to proceed any further. There was she said simply no 
evidence justifying the application continuing in the Court of Protection. Judge 
Marshall had put it this way:  

"The proper test for the engagement of s48 in the first instance is whether there is 
evidence giving good cause for concern that P may lack capacity in some relevant 
regard. Once that is raised as a serious possibility the court then moves on to the 
second stage to decide what action, if any, it is in P's best interests to take before a 
final determination of his capacity can be made…Thus there capacity is in itself is in 
issue [pausing there as in HSG's case] it may well be the case that the only proper 
direction in the first place should be as to obtaining appropriate specialist evidence 
to enable that issue to be reliably determined." 

 

In both the question of whether or not there was capacity to marry, and whether or not 
an interim order for an assessment be made, the court concluded as follows: 

[55] I conclude that the information available as yet to the court establishes the 
Court's jurisdiction; for there is a substantial body of evidence which gives good 
cause to believe that HSG may lack capacity- the test for interim orders is 
accordingly made out. Moreover it would in my judgement be irresponsible and 
premature for the court to discharge HSG when the inquiries of Dr X are not 
complete in circumstances where at least some of his inquiries can be completed 
without forcing HSG to undergo tests he is declining to undertake. I bear in mind his 
vulnerability [for example his apparent assertion at one point that his marriage was 
forced and his alleged bizarre bus stop marriage proposal] which indicates someone 
on that difficult borderline between capacity and incapacity in important decisions in 
his life. I take the view as suggested by Ms Pratley that the present application 
before me poses the same questions as did the Re F case and the tests enumerated 
by HH Judge Marshall for the court to make an interim order are met.  

[57] … vi. I do not accept that psychometric testing is so intrusive as to be an 
improper test to apply to someone on the borderline of capacity even where he is 
reluctant to undertake them.  
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The conclusions in this case seem to suggest that, where best evidence is available and 
capacity is in issue, the proper direction would be to obtain the appropriate specialist 
evidence so that the capacity issue may be reliably determined. 

So often in these cases, where capacity is in issue, best evidence is available, but is not 
disclosed or court ordered, and this case stands for the proposition that where 
appropriate, best evidence should be available. 

Representation of Allegedly Incapable Persons in SDA Proceedings 

As one of the tools recognizing the autonomy of individuals who find themselves subject 
to proceedings under the SDA, section 3 of the SDA provides a means by which 
allegedly incapable persons are ensured legal representation. 

Section 3 provides that where an allegedly incapable person does not already have 
counsel, the Court may direct the Public Guardian and Trustee to arrange for counsel to 
be appointed for that person.  Section 3 provides a presumption of that individual’s 
capacity to instruct counsel. 

This section also provides that unless the allegedly incapable person qualified for Legal 
Aid coverage, that the fees of counsel appointed pursuant to section 3 of the SDA are to 
be paid from the allegedly incapable person’s assets.  

Section 3 of the SDA provides as follows: 

3. (1) If the capacity of a person who does not have legal representation is in issue 
in a proceeding under this Act, 

(a) the court may direct that the Public Guardian and Trustee arrange for 
legal representation to be provided for the person; and 

(b) the person shall be deemed to have capacity to retain and instruct 
counsel.  

(2) If legal representation is provided for a person in accordance with clause (1) 
(a) and no certificate is issued under the Legal Aid Services Act, 1998 in 
connection with the proceeding, the person is responsible for the legal fees.  

(3) Nothing in subsection (2) affects any right of the person to an assessment of 
a solicitor’s bill under the Solicitors Act or other review of the legal fees and, if it 
is determined that the person is incapable of managing property, the 
assessment or other review may be sought on behalf of the person by, 
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(a) the person’s guardian of property; or 

(b) the person’s attorney under a continuing power of attorney for 
property.  

Several points emerge from recent decision in the Superior Court of Justice on the role 
of so-called “section 3 counsel” and the purpose of section 3 of the SDA.42 

Mesesnel (Attorney of) v. Kumer43  

In this decision, the Court was asked to order a further capacity assessment of Mr. 
Mesesnel.  Mr. Mesesnel had already undergone two previous capacity assessments. 
The Court had previously appointed counsel for Mr. Mesesnel further to section 3 of the 
SDA.   

The lawyer appointed pursuant to section 3 of the SDA informed the Court that Mr. 
Mesesnel was extremely emotional and did not wish to undergo yet another 
assessment. 44 

Justice Greer ultimately ordered that a further capacity assessment be conducted, but 
noted that she was doing so having considered “Mesesnel's personal feelings that he 
should not have to endure another assessment.”45 

Thus the appointment of counsel under section 3 of the SDA allowed the incapable 
person to have his personal views conveyed to and considered by the court. 

Sly v. Curran46 

In this case, the four adult children of Alfred Curran, an allegedly incapable person, 
brought an application for an order for directions respecting communications with and 
decision-making on behalf of Mr. Curran.   

                                                           
42 For a detailed analysis on the issue of the role and duties of counsel appointed to section 3 of the SDA, 
please refer to “Between a Rock and a Hard Place: the Complex Role and Duties of Counsel appointed 
under Section 3 of the Substitute Decisions Act, 1992”, Kimberly Whaley and Ameena Sultan, (2012), 40 
Adv. Q. at pages 408 to 469 
43 Mesesnel (Attorney of) v. Kumer, 2000 CarswellOnt 1926 (Ont. S.C.J.)  
44 Ibid. at paras. 5 and 6 
45 Ibid. at para.10 
46 Sly v. Curran, 2008 CarswellOnt 4301 (Ont.S.C.J.).  
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As part of her ruling, Justice Himel ordered that mediation be convened, and that the 
PGT arrange for legal counsel pursuant to section 3 of the SDA, and that such counsel 
participate in the mediation.  The decision exemplifies the legislation, in that the person 
who is at the center of the SDA proceedings has the opportunity to have legal 
representation in complicated matters involving his family members.   

Coupled with mediation, the order for the appointment of counsel pursuant to section 3 
of the SDA meant that Mr. Curran’s interests could be represented, and perhaps done 
so in a manner that did not entirely deplete his assets. 

Abrams v. Abrams47 

In this decision, one of the decisions referred to above, Justice Strathy addressed the 
role of section 3 counsel in capacity proceedings under the SDA. 

Justice Strathy noted that the appointment of section 3 counsel and the built-in 
presumption of capacity to instruct section 3 counsel are two of the means by which the 
“dignity, privacy and legal rights” of vulnerable individuals are protected.48   

In that decision, Justice Strathy took into account the wishes of Mrs. Abrams, which 
were conveyed to the Court by her counsel appointed pursuant to section 3 of the SDA.  
At paragraphs 14 and 56, Strathy J. made important specific reference to the 
submissions of section 3 counsel: 

[14] Mr. Schnurr represents Ida. He has been appointed on Ida's behalf by the 
Public Guardian and Trustee under section 3 of the SDA. Although it is 
acknowledged that Ida does not in fact have capacity to retain and instruct 
counsel, she is deemed by clause 3(1)(b) to have capacity. Mr. Schnurr says 
that he has spent considerable time with his client, and that she is 
anxious and upset by these proceedings. Mr. Schnurr submits that it 
would be oppressive and intrusive to order an assessment.49 

(...) 

[56] There is no dispute that Ida's capacity is in issue in this proceeding. 
There is also no dispute that Ida lacks capacity to manage her property and to 
make complex personal care decisions. Mr. Schnurr submits that that there 
are no reasonable grounds to believe that Ida was incapable of giving the 
powers of attorney at issue, given what he describes as compelling medical 

                                                           
47 Abrams, supra note 25. 
48 Ibid.  at paragraph 49. 
49 Ibid. at para 14 [emphasis added]. 
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evidence. He says that his client is anxious and agitated by this 
proceeding and that ordering an assessment would be an unfair 
intrusion into her basic civil rights. He urges me not to accept the 
argument that "it won't do any harm" to order an assessment.”50 

Justice Strathy’s decision not to order an assessment was guided in part by the fact that 
Mrs. Abrams did not wish to undergo a further assessment.51 

Representation under section 3 of the SDA, allows the allegedly incapable person to 
convey wishes and feelings to the court, which can then take those into account when 
rendering a decision.  

The participation of section 3 counsel in capacity proceedings also facilitates the 
incapable person’s wishes and perspective to be conveyed in proceedings that affect 
autonomy and well-being.52 

Righter et al. v. Righter et al.53  

In this unreported decision, the court was asked to consider terminating the 
appointment of section 3 counsel on the basis that there had been a capacity 
assessment confirming that the person who was the subject of the proceedings was 
incapable of instructing counsel and making personal decisions – the argument being 
capacity had been determined.   
 
Justice Aston noted the provision that section 3 of the SDA deems the person capable 
of instructing counsel.54 

Aston J. also noted that the role of section 3 counsel is to test the jurisdiction and 
authority of the court in the orders sought by parties in the proceedings.55    

Teffer v. Schaefers56 

In this case, section 3 counsel brought a motion on behalf of the allegedly incapable 
person respecting the actions of prior attorneys for property.  The applicants and the 
                                                           
50 Ibid. at para 56 [emphasis added]. 
51 Ibid. at para. 53; Cherry v. Cherry, 2011 CarswellOnt 7292, 2011 ONSC 4574 (Ont. S.C.J.) at paras. 7 
and 23. 
52 Ibid. at para. 53; Cherry v. Cherry, 2011 CarswellOnt 7292, 2011 ONSC 4574 (Ont. S.C.J.) at paras. 7 
and 23; Mesesnel (Attorney of) v Kumer, supra note 41 at paras. 5 and 6. 
53 Righter et al. v Righter et al., Court File 03-20/08, Endorsement of J. Aston , 2008-11-05 (unreported) 
[emphasis added].  
54 Ibid. at para. 13.  
55 Ibid. at para. 15. 
56 Teffer v Schaefers, 2008 CarswellOnt 5447, 93 OR (3d) 447 (SCJ).  
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Public Guardian and Trustee supported the motion and the Court made a ruling in 
support of the relief sought.   

Section 3 of the SDA effectively allows an incapable person to take pro-active steps and 
seek specific relief in proceedings that affect his or her interests. 

Public Guardian and Trustee v. Harkins57 

In this case, the Public Guardian and Trustee sought appointment as guardian of 
property for Lila Harkins.  The PGT also sought an accounting by the named attorney 
for property, who was Mrs. Harkins’s husband.   
  
Mrs. Harkins already had counsel, who had been retained jointly by her and her 
husband.  Justice Aston ordered that section 3 counsel be appointed for Mrs. Harkins 
so that she could have “separate and independent legal representation.” 58 
 
Thus section 3 can be applied, not only to ensure representation of a person whose 
interests are affected by SDA proceedings, but also to ensure that such representation 
is entirely independent of any other party’s interests. 
 

Woolner v. D’Abreau  

In this case, which wound up in Divisional Court, 59 Justice D.M. Brown ordered so-
called “independent counsel” for an incapable person.  This was not an appointment 
under section 3 of the SDA but the presiding judge drew on that provision to support an 
appointment of counsel for an incapable person. 

Ms. D’Abreau found herself in the middle of a contested power of attorney dispute, at 
the conclusion of which, the former attorneys for property sought costs from Ms. 
D’Abreau’s assets.  Seeing that Ms. D’Abreau required some representation on the 
issue of costs, Brown J. ordered “independent counsel” to act on her behalf. 60   

In an endorsement dated April 26, 2009,61  Brown J., had ordered the two attorneys to 
pay Ms. D’Abreau’s costs for her independent counsel.  In part, Brown J., noted that he 
had not received costs submissions from the two attorneys. 

                                                           
57 Ontario (Public Guardian and Trustee) v. Harkins, 2009 CarswellOnt 1535 (S.C.J.).  
58 Ibid. at para. 7. 
59 Woolner v D’Abreau, 2009 CarswellOnt  6479, 53 E.T.R. (3d) 18, 82 C.P.C. (6th) 167 (Div. Ct.). 
602008 CarswellOnt 8240,74 C.P.C. (6th) 260 (S.C.J.) (December 17, 2008)  at para. 46. 
61 Woolner v D’Abreau, 2009 CarswellOnt 2264 (S.C.J.)(April 29, 2009). 
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Following the issuance of the April 26, 2009 endorsement, the two attorneys forwarded 
their costs submissions (which had previously been delivered) to Brown J., and 
requested reconsideration of the April 26 endorsement.   

In this April 29, 2009 decision further to a request for reconsideration, Brown J., 
addressed the attorneys’ challenge to whether Brown J., had the jurisdiction to appoint 
“independent counsel” to act for Ms. D’Abreau.  Addressing that issue, Brown J., 
pointed to the ‘parens patriae jurisdiction’ of the court and drew on section 3 of the SDA 
by analogy.  Brown J., wrote in part: 

…they questioned my authority to appoint independent counsel to represent Ms. 
D'Abreau at the Rule 57.07 hearing. The parens patriae jurisdiction of this court 
is well-established, based as it is in the court's power to protect the vulnerable. I 
specifically referred to the duty of the court to protect the vulnerable in paragraph 
46 of my reasons dated December 17, 2008. Section 3(1) of the Substitute 
Decisions Act, 1992 authorizes the court to direct the Public Guardian and 
Trustee to arrange for independent representation of a person whose 
capacity is in issue in a proceeding. While not applicable to the Rule 57.07 
hearing, that section provides an appropriate analogy upon which this 
court can draw in deciding to direct the appointment of independent 
counsel, through the PGT, for a vulnerable person in an appropriate case.62 

This decision is interesting as it allows for an extension of the principles underlying 
section 3 of the SDA – that is, representation for vulnerable persons in court 
proceedings – and applies it to circumstances outside of where section 3 of the SDA is 
applied. 63 

This treatment suggests authority for a flexible approach to how courts may deal with 
vulnerable older persons and ensure that their interests are represented in court 
proceedings.  

Cherry v. Cherry64 

In this case, Alan Cherry had been found incapable of managing his property.  In the 
context of SDA proceedings relating to the management of Mr. Cherry’s affairs, his wife 
brought a motion from interim support from his assets.  

                                                           
62 Ibid. at para 7 [emphasis added]. 
63 In its decision dated September 29, 2009, and cited as Woolner v D’Abreau, 2009 CarswellOnt  6479, 
53 E.T.R. (3d) 18, 82 C.P.C. (6th) 167 (Div. Ct.). the Divisional Court overturned parts of Justice Brown’s 
decisions on costs, but made no comments or decision on the issue of “independent counsel.” 
64 Cherry v Cherry, 2011 CarswellOnt 7292, 2011 ONSC 4574 (S.C.J.)  
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Section 3 counsel had been appointed for Mr. Cherry.  In response to the motion for 
interim support, section 3 counsel submitted a “statement of position” on behalf of Mr. 
Cherry which set out his view on the marriage, his concerns about his finances and 
payments toward his wife. 65 

In making his decision, Brown J., made explicit reference to the statement of position 
submitted by Mr. Cherry’s counsel. 66   

This case reiterates the point, as in Abrams, above, that section 3 of the SDA allows a 
person whose capacity is in question to submit positions and views to the court, which 
can then be taken into account in the decision.  

DeMichino v. DeMichino67 

This decision addressed a settlement of a complicated tort matter as well as 
guardianship proceedings. The incapable person had been represented in the 
guardianship matter by section 3 counsel.  As the matter concluded, Justice L.B. 
Roberts noted the importance of the role of section 3 counsel in facilitating resolution 
and noted that section 3 counsel had provided “exemplary service to Mr. DeMichino and 
was of invaluable assistance to this Court and the other parties during the settlement 
process.”68 

Section 3 of the SDA allows for an incapable person to have representation who can, at 
times, focus the parties on settlement, and lead matters to a conclusion that may not be 
as costly as protracted litigation.   

Section 3 allows for a legal “watchdog” whose job it is to ensure the incapable person’s 
interests are prioritized in the litigation.  

As capacity litigation continues to increase with an aging population, the application of 
section 3 of the SDA can afford vulnerable adults an increased degree of protection in 
complicated, costly proceedings.  However, such an appointment does not come 
without significant complexity.  Both the fact that there are few guidelines on the role of 
section 3 counsel, and counsel often faces unchartered waters so to speak  mean that 
the SDA provisions may for future purposes benefit from more comprehensive 
legislative provisions. 

                                                           
65 Ibid.  at para 7. 
66 Ibid. at para 23 
67 DeMichino v DieMichino, 2011 CarswellOnt 742, 2011 ONSC 142 (S.C.J.) 
68 Ibid. at para 104. 
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COSTS 

A criticism of SDA proceedings is that they provide an unintentional forum for the 
children of older persons to pursue personal disputes.  The impact on older persons can 
be extremely serious, in that they find themselves embroiled in difficult, emotional and 
costly court proceedings.  Another serious impact is that the older person may without 
choice be put into a position of funding the proceedings, if court orders are made that 
legal costs are payable from the older person’s assets.  

However, as demonstrated in the following case, proceedings under the SDA are to 
take into account the guiding principle that unless a proceeding is in some way 
beneficial to an adult whose capacity is lacking or in question, the proceeding should 
not be funded from the adult’s property. 

Fiacco v. Lombardi69 

In this case, Justice D. M. Brown was asked to address the costs of an older person’s 
children in contested guardianship proceedings. 

Maria Lombardi had named all four of her children as attorneys for property and 
attorneys for personal care. Contested guardianship proceedings were commenced 
while Mrs. Lombardi was incapable.  The Court ultimately appointed two of Mrs. 
Lombardi’s children as Mrs. Lombardi’s joint guardians of property and the person and 
ordered that the parties’ costs be paid from Mrs. Lombardi’s assets further to an 
assessment. The appointed guardians had difficulty in implementing the existing order 
and brought a motion to address the issue. 

On the issue of costs, Brown J. emphasized at paragraph 33, that a Court must be 
satisfied that the incapable person benefitted from the proceedings:  

33          The exercise of the court's discretion in respect of cost claims in 
capacity litigation should reflect the basic purpose of the SDA - to protect the 
property of a person found to be incapable and to ensure that such property is 
managed wisely so that it provides a stream of income to support the needs of 
the incapable person: SDA, sections 32(1) and 37. To that end, when faced 
with a cost claim against the estate of an incapable person, a court must 
examine what, if any, benefit the incapable person derived from the legal 
work which generated those costs. 

                                                           
69 Fiacco v. Lombardi, 2009 CarswellOnt 5188, 82 C.P.C. (6th) 235, 180 A.C.W.S. (3d) 328 (Ont.S.C.J) 
[hereinafter Fiacco v. Lombardi]. 
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Brown J., also noted the risk that guardianship proceedings stem from disputes 
amongst family members that do not actually benefit the incapable person, such that a 
Court must be astute in reviewing costs claims in guardianship matters.  Brown J., wrote 
as follows at paragraph 36:  

36          Contested guardianship applications are more problematic. While bona 
fide disputes may exist amongst those interested in the well-being of the 
incapable person as to who should be appointed her guardian, a significant 
risk exists that a contested guardianship application may lose sight of its 
purpose - to benefit the incapable person - and degenerate into a battle 
amongst siblings or other family members, some of whom may have only 
their own interests at heart. In such circumstances courts must scrutinize 
rigorously claims of costs made against the estate of the incapable person 
to ensure that they are justified by reference to the best interests of the 
incapable person. 

Olivieri v. Colangelo70 

At issue in the reported reasons in one of the hearings related to these proceedings was 
the decision respecting the costs incurred as a result of the advocacy of one of the 
daughters of the late Fernando Olivieri (“Fernando”). During Fernando’s lifetime, co-
guardians of the person were appointed by judgment of the court.71  

However frequent disagreements arose between the co-guardians on issues of care 
and expenses.     

Following the death of Fernando, two of the appointed guardians, N and A , children of 
Fernando, who were the applicants and 2 of the co-guardians, sought their legal costs 
relating to the proceedings.   

In ruling on costs, Justice Turnbull referred to the decision in Fiacco v. Lombardi72 and 
highlighted the purposes of the legislation and the need to ensure that the incapable 
person actually benefitted from the proceedings.  Turnbull J. wrote as follows at 
paragraphs 27 and 28: 

[27]           The exercise of the court’s discretion in awarding costs in capacity 
legislation should reflect the basic purpose of the Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 
1992, C. 30, and the Health Care Consent Act, S.O. 1996, c.2, Schedule A, 
namely to protect the property of the incapable person and to ensure the property 

                                                           
70 Olivieri v. Colangelo, 2011 CarswellOnt 7719, 2011 ONSC 3549, 217 ACWS (3d) 356 (Ont. S.C.J) 
[hereinafter Olivieri]. 
71 Ibid. at paras 4-7. 
72 Fiacco v. Lombardi, supra note 67.  
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is managed wisely to provide a future income stream to support the incapable 
person.  

[28]           It is incumbent on the court when faced with a costs claim against the 
estate of an incapable person to examine what benefit, if any, the incapable 
person derived from the legal work. Courts must scrutinize rigorously claims 
made against an estate to determine if such claims are justified by reference to 
the best interests of the incapable person. In other words, has Fernando received 
a benefit by the actions of the applicants and were the costs incurred reasonable 
given the outcome?  

Turnbull J., also cited the case of McDougald Estate v Gooderham,73 in which the Court 
explained that, absent a valid public interest consideration, the “loser pays” principle 
that applies to costs in civil proceedings should also apply in estate matters.74  

The Court held that Fernando, who died before the proceedings concluded, had not 
derived a benefit from the applicants who were largely unsuccessful.75  The Court also 
noted that the actions of the applicants in pursuing the matter in court meant potentially 
fewer funds would be available for the care of the incapable person.76  As a result, 
Turnbull J., declined to order the applicants’ costs payable from the estate of the 
incapable person.77 

Costs awards to litigious parties can serve to encourage ongoing litigation that does not 
necessarily benefit the incapable person in any meaningful or substantive way. These 
cases underscore the efforts of courts to ensure that proceedings under the SDA are 
indeed for the benefit of incapable persons and that incapable persons are not paying 
for litigation that is not to their direct advantage. It is important for counsel representing 
the interests of clients and of incapable adults to advise their clients on the legal 
principles applying to costs.  This is crucial in the case of older adults, who may be 
relying exclusively on their savings in order to pay for their living expenses.  

BRITISH COLUMBIA 

In British Columbia, the Patients Property Act (“PPA”) and the Power of Attorney Act 
(“PAA”) are two of the pieces of legislation which govern substitute decision-making.  

                                                           
73 2005 CarswellOnt 2407 [hereinafter McDougald Estate]. 
74 Ibid. at para 80. 
75 Olivieri, supra note 68 at para. 51. 
76 Ibid. at para. 90. 
77 Ibid. at para 52. 
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The purpose of the PPA is to address the vulnerability of incapacitated persons and to 
provide a mechanism to provide persons who can safeguard their interests.78 

Patients Property Act (“PPA”) 

Committeeship legislation in BC confers impressive powers upon a committee.79  Under 
BC’s PPA,80 a committee has the power to do whatever a capable person could do with 
her affairs; it has the same “rights, powers and privileges” than the patient himself would 
have if of full age and sound and disposing mind.81  This must be read of course in 
conjunction with the provisions, otherwise limiting such rights under the PPA. 

British Columbia’s committeeship legislation has been criticized by certain 
commentators for being archaic for reasons understood to be described as too 
‘paternalistic’. The emphasis of the PPA is said to be on the care of incapable persons’ 
property, at the expense of considering incapable adults’ wishes even when they are 
ascertainable.82 Initiatives have been made within the province to reform the legislation.  

The initial call for reform in the early 1990s emphasized the need for a more gradated 
approach to decision-making, similar to the reform in Ontario which gave rise to the 
SDA.83 A report named “How we can help” by the Joint Working Committee of 
government and persons affected by the legislation advocated a model that would only 
use guardianship as an absolute last resort.84 In 1993, the provincial legislature 
implemented the Adult Guardianship Act (“AGA”),85 of which Part 2 was meant to 
replace the PPA.  Under the AGA, courts could appoint associate or substitute decision-
makers, or guardians.86 However, part 2 of the AGA was subsequently repealed.  

While discussion papers and amending bills have attempted to reform Part 2 of the 
AGA, it currently remains not in force.87 As such, the system of committeeship under the 
PPA has persisted as a staple of substitute decision-making legislation for 

                                                           
78 See Canada Trust Co v Ringrose, 2009 BCSC 1723, 2009 CarswellBC 3436 (WL) at para 96 citing 
Melnick J in Dahlem (Guardian ad litem of) v Thore, [1994] BCJ No 809 (BCSC) at para 38. [hereinafter 
Canada Trust]. 
79 See e.g. Patients’ Property Act, RSBC 1996 c-349, s 15(1) which outlines the powers of the committee 
[PPA]. 
80 Ibid. 
81 Ibid, s 17. 
82 Melinda M. Munro, “Guardianship of Adults: Good Faith and the Philosophy of Mental Disability in 
British Columbia” (1997) 14 Can J Fam 217 at paras 3-4. 
83 Ibid. 
84 Ibid at para 27. 
85 SBC 1993, c 49 [AGA]. 
86 Ibid, ss 16, 17, 18. 
87 Ibid, Part 2; for an overview of recent developments in Adult Guardianship legislation in BC, see British 
Columbia Public Guardian and Trustee, “Adult Guardianship Legislation in BC,” online: British Columbia 
Public Guardian and Trustee <http://www.trustee.bc.ca/news_information/Adult_Guardianship.htm>. 
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incapacitated88 adults in British Columbia.89  It is unknown whether the AGA will 
become in force.  There has been criticism of the potential impact for reasons inter alia 
being that the cost attached to adhering to the provisions could well be prohibitive. 

When an adult is deemed to lack the capacity to manage financial and property affairs, 
the PPA provides two possible means of protecting the adult’s property: issuing a 
certificate of incapacity, which enables the Public Guardian and Trustee (“PGT”) to step 
in as the adult’s committee, or obtaining a court order appointing a private individual to 
be the adult’s committee.90 Adults who are deemed to be incapacitated under BC law 
are deemed to be “patients” under the PPA. 

A review of BC’s guardianship law regime has been ongoing for a number of years. The 
AGA creates a system of guardianship that is more modern than the committeeship 
system of the PPA. It ceases the PPA’s use of the term “patient” to refer to adults 
without capacity to make property decisions, and creates a more gradated system of 
decision-making. The PPA does not recognize that capacity is on a spectrum, and may 
be time limited. Despite the modernization of BC’s guardianship laws via the AGA, 
many of the AGA’s provisions are not yet enacted, and as such the PPA remains largely 
in effect. 

The reforms to BC’s legislative system as they pertain to incapacitated adults are 
intended to create a more efficient system for incapacitated adults. As in Ontario, BC’s 
population is aging. While adults over the age of 65 are expected to constitute a quarter 
of Canada’s population by 2041, this demographic shift is expected to occur in BC by 
2030.91  As such, the impact of guardianship legislation, which already affects older 
adults disproportionally, is expected to grow more pronounced. 

The following is a review of decision under the PPA and of the protection afforded older 
adults in the courts. 

Financial Abuse 

In the past, section 20 of the PPA provided protection for an incapacitated adult’s 
property. Section 20 of the PPA stated: 

                                                           
88 Note that BC uses the term “incapacitated” to refer to adults lacking capacity, which differs from 
Ontario’s use of the term “incapable.” 
89 PPA, supra note 77. 
90 Public Guardian and Trustee of British Columbia, “Guidelines for Issuing a Certificate of Incapability 
Under the Patients Property Act” (January 2011). 
91 Canadian Centre for Elder Law Studies, “A Comparative Analysis of Adult Guardianship Laws in BC, 
New Zealand and Ontario,” online at: Canadian Centre for Elder Law Studies, 
<http://www.bcli.org/ccel/projects/comparative-analysis-adult-guardianship-laws-bc-new-zealand-and-
ontario>. 
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20. Every gift, grant, alienation, conveyance or transfer of property made by a 
person who is or becomes a patient is deemed to be fraudulent and void as 
against the committee if 

(a) the gift, grant, alienation, conveyance or transfer is not made for full and 
valuable consideration actually paid or sufficiently secured to the person, or 

(b) the donee, grantee, transferee or person to whom the property was alienated 
or conveyed had notice at the time of the gift, grant, alienation, conveyance or 
transfer of the mental condition of the person. 

Section 20 of the PPA was however repealed on May 28, 2011.  

Section 60.2 of the AGA appears to have replaced this section. It provides: 

60.2 (1) If an adult transfers an interest in the adult's property while the adult is 
incapable, the transfer is voidable against the adult unless 

(a) the interest was transferred for full and valuable consideration, 
and that consideration was actually paid or secured to the adult, or 

(b) at the time of the transfer, a reasonable person would not have 
known that the adult was incapable. 

(2) In a proceeding in respect of a transfer described in subsection (1), the 
onus of proving a matter described in subsection (1) (b) is on the person to 
whom the interest was transferred.92 

Although recent case law continues to refer to section 20, future case law will apply 
section 60.2 of the AGA when considering suspicious transfers of an incapacitated 
adult’s property.  

Section 60.2 of the AGA confers very similar protection as the now repealed section 20 
with two important distinctions: firstly, the new section 60.2 enables the recipient of an 
interest conferred by an incapable adult to rely on the transfer if, at the time the transfer 
was made, “a reasonable person would not have known that the adult was incapable”; 
and secondly, subsection 60.2(2) places the onus on proving the existence of either 
ground that protects a transfer from being rendered void on the individual to whom the 
interest was transferred.  

It is interesting to consider the provision of section 2 of the SDA in this context: 
                                                           
92 AGA, supra note 83, s 60.2 [emphasis added]. 
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2. (1) A person who is eighteen years of age or more is presumed to be capable of 
entering into a contract.  

(2) A person who is sixteen years of age or more is presumed to be capable of 
giving or refusing consent in connection with his or her own personal care.  

(3) A person is entitled to rely upon the presumption of capacity with 
respect to another person unless he or she has reasonable grounds to 
believe that the other person is incapable of entering into the contract or of 
giving or refusing consent, as the case may be.  

(4) In a proceeding in respect of a contract entered into or a gift made by a 
person while his or her property is under guardianship, or within one year 
before the creation of the guardianship, the onus of proof that the other 
person who entered into the contract or received the gift did not have 
reasonable grounds to believe the person incapable is on that other person.  

The provisions under the AGA and the SDA resemble one another insofar as a 
contracting party may rely on a presumption of capacity.  Ontario’s SDA permits a 
person to rely on the presumption of capacity that exists under the Act “unless there are 
reasonable grounds to believe that the other person is incapable of entering into the 
contract,” and the AGA allows a transfer to remain void where “a reasonable person 
would not have known that the adult was incapable.”  

At first glance, this may appear to confer an advantage to those contracting with 
incapacitated adults that did not exist in section 20 of the PPA and limits the 
circumstances under which a claim can be made to recover an incapacitated adult’s 
property. 

Similar to subsection 2(4) of the SDA, section 60.2 of the AGA places the onus on the 
recipient of an interest that once belonged to an incapacitated party to show that one of 
the two grounds permitted under the AGA for allowing a transfer to be made from an 
incapacitated person is satisfied. 

Unlike the PPA, the SDA specifies the means through which a gift may be made from 
an incapable adult’s assets: 

37. (1) A guardian of property shall make the following expenditures from the incapable 
person’s property: 

 (…) 
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(3) The guardian may make the following expenditures from the incapable 
person’s property: 

1. Gifts or loans to the person’s friends and relatives. 

2. Charitable gifts.  

(4) The following rules apply to expenditures under subsection (3): 

1. They may be made only if the property is and will remain sufficient to 
satisfy the requirements of subsection (1). 

2. Gifts or loans to the incapable person’s friends or relatives may be 
made only if there is reason to believe, based on intentions the 
person expressed before becoming incapable, that he or she would 
make them if capable. 

3. Charitable gifts may be made only if, 

i. the incapable person authorized the making of charitable gifts in a power 
of attorney executed before becoming incapable, or 

ii. there is evidence that the person made similar expenditures when 
capable. 

4. If a power of attorney executed by the incapable person before becoming 
incapable contained instructions with respect to the making of gifts or loans to 
friends or relatives or the making of charitable gifts, the instructions shall be 
followed, subject to paragraphs 1, 5 and 6. 

5. A gift or loan to a friend or relative or a charitable gift shall not be made if the 
incapable person expresses a wish to the contrary. 

6. The total amount or value of charitable gifts shall not exceed the lesser of, 

i. 20 per cent of the income of the property in the year in which the gifts are 
made, and 
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ii. the maximum amount or value of charitable gifts provided for in a power 
of attorney executed by the incapable person before becoming 
incapable.93  

The following cases touch on some issues that can arise when transfers are made from 
incapacitated older adults in BC. The following case suggests that additional legislative 
guidance on the issue of gifts could immediately benefit the property of incapacitated 
older adults, as well as the courts that are left to grapple with the aftermath of partly 
depleted property and assets. 

Cases of Financial Abuse in BC 

Fountain Estate v. Dorland94 

This was a case respecting Eileen Fountain, a woman who had died at the age of 90 
previous to the commencement of these proceedings. Mrs. Fountain had two daughters: 
Ms. Dorland and Ms. Sutherland. The latter was appointed her committee of the person 
and property prior to her death, and initiated this action in that capacity. Mrs. Sutherland 
initiated this action in order to recover just over $150,000 from Ms. Dorland and just 
under $30,000 from her nephew, Donald Rendall.95  

Between 1999 and 2003, Mrs. Fountain wrote a number of cheques to help her 
daughter, Ms. Dorland and her grandson, Ms. Dorland’s son, Mr. Rendall. Ms. Dorland 
and her common law spouse had supported themselves mainly by having recourse to 
social assistance for most of their adult lives. Over the course of four and a half years, 
Mrs. Fountain wrote approximately 35 cheques ranging in amount from $500 to $25,000 
for Ms. Dorland’s benefit.96  

At trial, Ms. Dorland was inconsistent in her description of why these cheques were 
given, but insisted that her mother had written them out of her own free will.97 Mrs. 
Sutherland argued that the cheques had been written when her mother lacked capacity 
or that, failing that, they had not been written out of her own free will; that they had been 
made under circumstances of undue influence.98 

It is worth noting that in this case, Mrs. Fountain was not under committeeship at the 
time the gifts were made. As is often the case with determinations of capacity, there can 

                                                           
93 SDA, supra note 1, s 37 [emphasis added]. 
94 Fountain Estate v. Dorland, 2012 CarswellBC 1180, 2012 BCSC 615, 214 ACWS (3d) 653  
95 Ibid. at para 1. 
96 Ibid. at para 2. 
97 Ibid. at para 12. 
98 Ibid. at paras 2-3. 
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be a period of time during which capacity is decreasing but no formal determination of 
capacity is made until after suspicious transfers come to the fore. 

Justice Barrow, in his analysis, considers section 20 of the PPA, noted above. 

In his analysis, Barrow J., discusses the appropriate law that applies to gifts between 
family members: 

The first legal concept relevant to the analysis is that of the resulting trust. As 
explained by Rothstein J. in Pecore v. Pecore, 2007 SCC 17 (S.C.C.) at 
paragraph 20: 

A resulting trust arises when title to property is in one party's name, but 
that party, because he or she is a fiduciary or gave no value for the 
property, is under an obligation to return it to the original title owner...  

The law presumes a resulting trust in certain situations. Again, as explained by 
Rothstein J. at paragraph 24 of Pecore: (…) where a transfer is made for no 
consideration, the onus is placed on the transferee to demonstrate that a gift was 
intended... To rebut the presumption, the transferee must show on a balance of 
probabilities that the transferor had an intention contrary to or inconsistent with 
the intention the law presumes in relation to gratuitous transfers (Pecore at 
paragraph 43). 

To the extent that the cheques in question were given without consideration, the onus is 
on Ms. Dorland and Mr. Rendall to rebut the presumption of resulting trust. Ms. Dorland 
and Mr. Rendall argued that the cheques were gifts. In accordance with the law of 
resulting trusts, they must establish that Mrs. Fountain had the capacity to make a gift 
and that she exercised that capacity in writing the cheques currently in dispute. 

Barrow J., went on to state: 

The court will set aside a gift if it is procured by undue influence (Goodman 
Estate v. Geffen, [1991] 2 S.C.R. 353 (S.C.C.) at paragraph 23). Undue influence 
may be established in one of two ways: it may be positively proven or it may be 
presumed. Whether it will be presumed depends on whether "the potential 
for domination inheres in the nature "of the relationship between the 
parties to the transfer (Geffen at paragraph 42). Once the presumption 
arises, the onus shifts to the recipient or donee of the property to rebut it 
by showing that the transaction was the product of the donor's "full, free 
and informed thought" (Geffen at paragraph 45). Discharging this burden "may 
entail a showing that no actual influence was deployed in the particular 
transaction" (Geffen at paragraph 45). Finally, the size of the impugned gift may 
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be "cogent evidence going to the issue of whether influence was exercised" 
(Geffen at paragraph 45).99 

As such, the case law that applies throughout Canada on gratuitous transfers protects 
the interests of older adults who are susceptible to financial abuse. It is, however, often 
hard to reclaim financial assets that have been utilized by a transferee. Accordingly, it is 
important that relevant legislation state clearly the expectations that are placed on 
individuals acting on incapable persons’ behalves with respect to their property.  

Although section 60.2 of the AGA clarifies the expectations placed on a party 
contracting with an incapable person, it would be helpful if the PPA or AGA set out the 
expectations placed on persons acting on incapacitated adults’ behalves with respect to 
gifting.  

Setting out expectations for gratuitous transfers of incapacitated adults would be an 
especially useful for older adults, who may have children they wish to make transfers to. 
In the case at hand, as with other cases involving older adults whose capacity is at 
issue and their adult children, it is difficult to infer in retrospect whether the older adult in 
question would have wished to make a gift, and to what extent, to her family members, 
had she possessed the capacity to do so.    

When considering the gifts made from Mrs. Fountain to Mr. Rendal, Barlow J., appears 
to have considered her actions through the lens of a reasonable person: Mrs. Fountain 
provided Mr. Rendal with a number of cheques after he had recently been laid off from 
his work due to the closure of the plant which was his place of employment. Mr. Rendal 
has three children for whom he needed to provide during this period. Mr. Rendal faced 
financial hardship both as a result of his unemployment, and because he had recently 
become separated, which meant he had to furnish his mobile home after his wife took 
most of the furniture when she left him. For a brief time after losing his job, Mr. Rendal 
had a gambling problem. Part of the money given to him by his grandmother was used 
to repay his gambling debts.100 

Barlow J., found that most of the money that had been given to Mr. Rendal was, in fact, 
used to buy furniture for his new home and to otherwise assist with living expenses for 
himself and his three children, who had returned to live with him after living with their 
mother for a short while. Although a portion of the gratuitous transfers that were given to 
him by his grandmother were used to assist with his gambling debt, Barrow J., found 
that Mrs. Fountain had been aware of this fact and had nevertheless chosen to help her 
grandson. As a result, Justice Barrow chose not to interfere with these gratuitous 
transfers.101 

                                                           
99 Ibid. at para 64 [emphasis added]. 
100 Ibid. at para 80. 
101 Ibid. at para 82. 
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As such, it seems courts will try to balance the need to protect older incapacitated 
adults’ estates with a reasonable amount of deference to the older adults’ wishes when 
such can be ascertained.  

It is interesting to note the effect of credibility on Barrow J.’s, findings. The court found 
that Mr. Rendal’s testimony matched the information presented in his affidavits, and a 
result relied on the evidence he gave. However, the court did not rely on Ms. Dorland’s 
testimony, as it was found to be inconsistent both internally and in comparison to her 
affidavit evidence.102  

The application of the law as it pertains to the financial abuse of incapacitated older 
adults involves a heavy reliance on ‘he said she said’ evidence, as judges will 
sometimes have to infer from affidavit evidence and parties’ testimonies what the adult, 
when capable, would have wished to have done with their property. Due to the courts’ 
reliance on testamentary evidence, the importance of credibility and consistency is 
heightened.  

The first lesson that can be extracted from this case is that providing guardians, 
committees and other individuals with access and control over older adults’ finances 
with clear guidelines as to the expectations that are placed on them in their dealings 
with the finances of incapacitated adults is crucial to avoid placing members of the 
judiciary in a position whereby they must infer the intentions of an older adult when 
capable via the testimony of their feuding children, often after an older adult’s finances 
have already been depleted. This should be done by the legislature by creating clear 
guidelines, which is done to some extent by section 60.2 of the AGA. As discussed 
above, however, it may be helpful to include clearer guidelines with respect to gifts, as 
was done in Ontario in subsection 37(3) of the SDA. 

The second lesson in this case is that the protection of older adults’ assets, for their own 
benefit, should occur as soon as possible, and often prior to the time when a matter has 
reached the Court. Counsel advising family members of older adults who have become 
incapacitated should ensure that they are aware of both the statutory requirements set 
forth by the PPA and the AGA, as well as common law principles of resulting trust and 
undue influence, and that their dealings with the incapacitated adult’s property are 
conducted accordingly. 

Canada Trust Co v. Ringrose103 

In this case, the PPA was applied to invalidate the transfer of the property belonging to 
Elsie Jones (“Elsie”) to her daughter and committee.  Elsie had a daughter and two 

                                                           
102 Ibid. at para 37. 
103 Canada Trust, supra note 76.  
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sons. While her daughter was acting as committee for her estate, she made a transfer 
which conveyed title on Elsie’s property from sole ownership to joint ownership with 
herself.104 

Elsie’s son took the position that the transfer was invalid on the basis that Elsie lacked 
the requisite mental capacity to effectuate the transfer or alternatively, that she was 
unduly influenced by her daughter to make the transfer.  

A year before the transfer was made, a geriatric psychiatrist had diagnosed Elsie with 
vascular dementia. Later, Elsie had executed a power of attorney in favour of her 
daughter and executed a new will disinheriting her sons and leaving her entire estate to 
her daughter. Elsie sought legal advice with respect to the transfer and other estate 
matters. 105 

Two years later, a court declared Elsie to be incapable of managing her affairs and 
appointed her daughter to be her committee of the person and a trust company her 
committee for property.106 The committee for property brought a petition to declare the 
transfer invalid. The petition was granted, as the presumption that Elsie lacked capacity 
was not rebutted.  

Elsie, due to vascular dementia, was particularly vulnerable to being influenced.107 She 
had displayed irrational delusional behavior with respect to her estate and property. The 
daughter was aware of this behavior, and did not manage to discharge the onus of proof 
to rebut the presumption that she had unduly influenced Elsie to effectuate the transfer. 
In addition, the evidence presented by the daughter to the Court was inconsistent and 
the Court did not find her to be candid during her testimony.  

This case illustrates the importance of keeping track of an adult’s capacity whenever 
possible; it is probable that Elsie’s capacity was diminishing around the time she was 
diagnosed with vascular dementia. Older adults with diminishing capacity can be 
particularly susceptible to financial or other abuse; steps should be taken to ascertain 
the extent of their cognitive deficits whenever possible when a diagnosis of cognitive 
deficit is made.   

Choosing a Committee 

One of the questions that often arises whenever an older adult is found to be 
incapacitated under the PPA is that of who should be appointed as committee. 
Choosing the right committee for an older adult is one of the legal and practical 

                                                           
104 Ibid. at para 1. 
105 Ibid. at para 27, 41-46. 
106 Ibid. at para 5. 
107 Ibid. at para 110. 
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determinations that is most crucial to the adult’s well-being. A well-intentioned 
committee who will make decisions in the best interests of the older adult will not only 
render assistance by saving his or her property from unnecessary and costly court 
proceedings, but will also ensure that the older adult is able to live his or her life as 
closely to how he or she would have chosen to when capable.  The case below reviews 
the considerations for choosing a committee for an older adult who is found to be 
incapacitated. 

Palamarek, Re108 

This case concerns an 88 year-old widow named Mrs. Palamarek who had been 
declared incapacitated. A temporary committee under the PPA had been appointed in a 
previous proceeding.109 At issue before the Court was who, among the candidates 
before it, “would best protect and promote [Mrs. Palamarek’s] interests if entrusted with 
that responsibility.”110 

In making this determination, Justice Harris wrote: 

The factors to consider include who can best deal with the financial affairs of the 
patient and ensure that the patient's income and estate are applied to the 
patient's benefit who is best suited to advocate for the patient's medical needs 
and who can best provide love and support: Pineo, Re [1985 CarswellBC 1454 
(B.C. S.C.)], (1 May 1985), Doc. A842849, A850604. 

Madam Justice Dardi, in Bowman, Re, 2009 BCSC 523 (B.C. S.C. [In 
Chambers]) at para. 33, cited Re Farquhar (19 June 2008), Vancouver S081503 
at para. 63 (S.C.) for additional considerations which go into determining who will 
serve a patient's best interests: 

[63] Additional significant factors the court is to consider are the proposed 
committee's previous involvement with the patient or his family, the 
proposed committee's knowledge and understanding of the patient's 
situation and his, the proposed committee's level of experience and 
capability in performing the duties of committee, any kind of a plan of the 
proposed committee for the management of the patient, and any potential 
conflict of interest between the proposed committee and the patient. 
[Internal citations omitted.] 

                                                           
108 2011 CarswellBC 1062, 2011 BCSC 563, [2011] BCWLD 5760. 
109 Palamarek, Re (2010), 2010 CarswellBC 3623, 2010 BCSC 1894 (B.C. S.C. [In Chambers]) 
[hereinafter Palamarek]. 
110 Ibid. at paras 12 and 13. 
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In exercising my discretion I should also have regard to who I consider 
best able to exercise the powers of a committee, not only for the benefit of 
the patient but also for the patient’s family: see s. 18, Patient’s Property 
Act. 

Section 18 of the PPA states: 

A committee must exercise the committee's powers for the benefit of the patient 
and the patient's family, having regard to the nature and value of the property of 
the patient and the circumstances and needs of the patient and the patient's 
family. 

It is interesting to note that the PPA, requires that a committee exercise its functions 
while taking into account not only the needs of the patient, but also of his or her family.  
The SDA does permit a substitute decision maker under the act to provide for 
dependants.111 This can entail a complex and convoluted analysis when the family at 
hand is acrimonious. 

An important message from this case lies in the importance of ensuring that to whatever 
extent possible, feuding family members put aside their animosity when appearing 
before the courts. Harris J., when considering the evidence, stated:  

Suspicion and hostility between the siblings permeates the affidavits before the 
Court. Mrs. Sampson's suspicion and distrust of Mrs. Palamarek's caregivers 
underlies a substantial part of her case. It is a basis on which she argues that 
Ralph has failed in his responsibilities and that she is the one person who can be 
trusted to protect her mother's best interests. 

Harris J., went on to explain his decision to appoint Ralph and Robert, Mrs. Palamarek’s 
two sons and current temporary committees, as committees for her estate. 

Harris J., explained that in deciding who to appoint as committee, he focused on his 
assessment of the judgment demonstrated by the candidates in their dealings with their 
mother’s affairs. Harris J., felt that Mrs. Sampson had often demonstrated poor 
judgment in responding to her mother’s circumstances; she had shown an unwillingness 
to face the reality of her mother’s medical condition and been irresponsible and 
unnecessarily confrontational in her dealings with her mother’s health professionals. 
Despite the fact that there appeared to be some basis for some of Mrs. Sampson 

                                                           
111 Although the SDA does not require the consideration of an incapable adult’s family’s needs, it does 
require that the guardian encourage contact between the incapable person and his or her family: SDA, 
32(4), 66(6). 
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concerns about her mother’s health, Harris J., felt that Mrs. Sampson would not be a 
helpful advocate for her mother due to her past behaviour.112  

Representation Agreements 

One of the issues in BC cases can be the impact of an adult’s choice of representative 
in a representation agreement on a court’s choice of committee for the adult in a later 
proceeding. BC’s Representation Agreement Act (“RRA”) 113 enables adults to choose a 
representative to make decisions for their health and/or routine financial matters. The 
RRA permits adults who are incapacitated to the extent that they cannot enter into a 
contract, make health care decisions, or manage routine financial matters, to enter into 
a representation agreement under section 7 of the RRA, which permits a representative 
to make a number of health or routine financial decisions for the adult. Section 8 
describes the requisite capacity to enter into a Representation Agreement as follows: 

8 (1) An adult may make a representation agreement consisting of one 
or more of the standard provisions authorized by section 7 even 
though the adult is incapable of 

(a) making a contract, 

(b) managing his or her health care, personal care or legal 
matters, or 

(c) the routine management of his or her financial affairs. 

(2) In deciding whether an adult is incapable of making a representation 
agreement consisting of one or more of the standard provisions authorized 
by section 7, or of changing or revoking any of those provisions, all relevant 
factors must be considered, for example: 

(a) whether the adult communicates a desire to have a 
representative make, help make, or stop making decisions; 

(b) whether the adult demonstrates choices and preferences 
and can express feelings of approval or disapproval of others; 

(c) whether the adult is aware that making the representation 
agreement or changing or revoking any of the provisions 

                                                           
112 Palamarek, supra note 107 at paras. 23 to 25 and 250 to 51. 
113 RSBC 1996, c 405 [emphasis added]. 
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means that the representative may make, or stop making, 
decisions or choices that affect the adult; 

(d) whether the adult has a relationship with the representative 
that is characterized by trust. 

One of the clear advantages of the RRA is that it requires what perhaps can be 
described as a less onerous threshold to meet in order to permit an adult to choose a 
person to make certain necessary decisions about his/her life where he/she otherwise 
does not have sufficient capacity to do so under the PPA or the Powers of Attorney Act 
(“PAA”). Section 7 agreements may limit the scope of the decision making authority 
such that decisions of a serious nature- for instance, deciding whether or not an adult 
should be placed on life support- cannot be made by the Representative.  

The Palamarek case demonstrates the difficulty that can arise from the ease with which 
a representation agreement can be made. In 2006, Mrs. Palamarek, upon the advice of 
a doctor, appointed Ralph to be her health representative under the RRA.114 In the 
summer of 2007, Mrs. Palamarek’s mental health had deteriorated and proceedings 
were commenced to appoint a committee under the PPA. In 2007, she moved to the 
Lodge, a residence for the elderly. In October 2008, Mr. Jordan, counsel retained by 
Mrs. Sampson on her mother’s behalf, opined that Mrs. Palamarek was capable of 
making a decision about where she should live and who should make her health care 
decisions and prepared a second representation agreement whereby Ms. Sampson 
would become her mother’s health representative. Mr. Jordan did so knowing of a 
recent doctor’s opinion which had found Mrs. Palamarek to be incapable of making 
personal and financial decisions.115 

In a “carefully strategized and executed plan,”116 the day after the representation 
agreement was signed, Mr. Jordan served a notice of the second representation 
agreement to the Lodge and to Ralph’s counsel at the time, while Ms. Sampson 
simultaneously took her mother out of the Lodge. Ms. Sampson’s explanation for this 
move was that she was taking her mother to a new team of health practitioners so that 
she could be examined and so that her medical and drug regimen could be re-
evaluated. This reasoning had not been explained to the staff at the Lodge. 

Three days after the move, Mrs. Palamarek was involuntarily apprehended by the 
Vancouver Island Health Authority and returned to the Lodge.117 

In November 2008, following a multi-day hearing, Ralph was appointed to be Mrs. 
Palamarek’s interim committee.118 
                                                           
114 Palamarek, supra note 107 at para 66. 
115 Ibid. at para 83. 
116 Ibid. at para 84. 
117 Ibid.  at para 87. 
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This series of events in Palamarek demonstrates at least three of the risks in substitute 
decision-making on behalf of an older adult suffering from mental delusions. First, the 
ease with which representation agreements can be made.  On the one hand, offering 
recourse to adults who require some level of assistance with decision-making without 
resort to formal court proceedings under the PPA.  On the other hand, such agreements 
can also arguably place adults in a potentially vulnerable position. For instance, when 
family members with different interests and opinions about what is best for the adult get 
involved, the ease with which representation agreements can be made can place older 
adults at risk. 

Secondly, the fact that there is a need for representation agreements to supplement the 
PPA’s system of committeeship points to a potential limitation in that legislation that is to 
the disadvantage of an older adult: a woman such as Mrs. Palamarek, suffering from 
delusions, is still vulnerable if she is able to sign away decision-making abilities without 
some degree of oversight.  

This third issue can either be construed as proof of the necessity of having a middle 
ground between the committeeship provisions of the PPA and representation 
agreements under the RRA, or as a commentary on the professional responsibility of 
lawyers who may be entrusted with the responsibility of overseeing representation 
agreements. 

Finally, this case points to the connection between choosing an appropriate committee 
for an older incapacitated adult and of determining where they should live. By following 
the PPA’s requirement that a committee be chosen by considering an older adult’s best 
interests as well as the interests of his or her family, a judge must ultimately consider 
how this will impact where an older adult will reside. In this case, Harris J., was called 
upon to consider where Mrs. Palamarek should reside: if he chose to appoint Ralph as 
her committee, she would stay at the lodge while if he appointed Ms. Sampson as her 
committee, she would move in with her.  

Such determinations are difficult for a court to make; even in an ideal situation, where a 
wealth of evidence is before the court, choosing a committee based on the impact this 
choice will have on the older incapacitated adult’s residence may be a primary 
consideration- especially in the case of older adults, where placement in a care facility 
can end up being for the long-term-  but a judge must also infer whether the person who 
wishes to place the older adult in the desired dwelling place will make other decisions 
that are in the adult’s best interests. 
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Fraser v Fraser119  

This is a case respecting an older gentleman with 5 biological children and 2 adopted 
children. Andrew Fraser (“Mr. Fraser”) had a modest estate, and owned a property in 
New Westminster. He had a wife who took care of the estate until she passed away in 
2001. Mr. Fraser was able to reside in his home until 2007 with assistance: from 2001-
2006, his son Gordon Fraser (“Gordon”) and his wife resided with him and took care of 
his finances. Gordon had a power of attorney over his father’s property. From 2006-
2007, Gordon and his wife moved out of the house but had two close friends move in to 
take care of Mr. Fraser. Later he was moved to a care home in 2007 and was expected 
to remain there permanently. 

Gordon brought an application for a declaration under section 3 of the PPA that his 
father, Mr. Fraser, was incapable of managing his property and his person, and to be 
made his father’s committee for person and property. Gordon’s siblings alleged that he 
misappropriated his father’s property and failed to appropriately care for his father’s 
health. As a result, although Gordon’s siblings do not oppose his contention that their 
father is incapable with respect to property and personal care, they uniformly reject his 
application to become their father’s committee.  

No one in the immediate family rejected the petition of the respondents, Andrew Fraser 
(“Andrew”) and Colin Fraser (“Colin”), to be appointed their father’s committee for 
personal care and property. 

The Public Guardian and Trustee was notified of the proceedings and did not oppose 
the appointment of the PGT as committee for property, but opposed the appointment of 
the PGT as committee of the person.120  

In discussing who to appoint as committee and why, Justice Bruce discussed the 
conflicting factors she was called upon to consider. On the one hand, Mr. Fraser had 
nominated Andrew and Colin; the family’s preference was overwhelmingly in favour of 
Andrew and Colin. In addition, due to the allegations of misappropriation of property 
from his father’s estates, there existed a chance that Gordon would find himself in a 
conflict of interest position as his father’s committee for property. On the other hand, 
Justice Bruce feared that if Andrew and Colin were named committee for their father’s 
estate, they would initiate costly court proceedings against Gordon to recover the 
monies they believed had been taken from their father, thereby risking the depletion of 
their father’s already modest estate. 

In making her determination, Bruce J., considered section 9 of the PPA: 

                                                           
119 Fraser v. Fraser, 2008 BCSC 1733, [2009] B.C.W.L.D. 1104, 45 E.T.R. (3d) 285 [hereinafter Fraser]. 
120 Ibid. at paras 1-6. 
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[9] On an application for the appointment of a committee, if there is presented 
to the court a nomination in writing of a committee by the patient, 

(a) made and signed by the patient at a time when the patient 
was of full age and of sound and disposing mind, and 

(b) executed in accordance with the requirements for the 
making of a will under the Wills Act, 

the nominee must be appointed committee unless there is good and 
sufficient reason for refusing the appointment.121 

Bruce J., determined that the requirements under the Wills Act had been satisfied. The 
court then determined that although Mr. Fraser was not of a mind sound enough to 
manage his own property and personal care at the time he made his nomination in 
favour of Andrew and Colin, the level of soundness of mind required to manage one’s 
property and personal care is different than that which is required to decide which family 
member should be entrusted to do so on the adult’s behalf. In this regard, Bruce J., 
stated: 

Similar to testamentary capacity, I find the patient's awareness and 
understanding does not have to be at a very high level to designate a family 
member to be in charge of their affairs. The patient need only know what his 
wishes are in that regard.122 

Bruce J., stated that once the two requirements of section 9 of the PPA had been 
satisfied, which she found they had, the next step was to consider whether there was a 
“good and sufficient reason for refusing the appointment.”123 In this case, the 
acrimonious relationship between the siblings was the primary consideration. Bruce J., 
stated that appointing Gordon might prevent further litigation and the subsequent 
depletion of the estate.  

Nevertheless, Bruce J., appointed Andrew and Colin as Mr. Fraser’s committees. She 
based her decision on Mr. Fraser’s nomination of the respondents as his committees, 
the family’s support for the respondents’ petition, and the potential conflict of interest 
that would exist if proceedings were initiated against Gordon for misappropriation of his 
father’s property while he was acting as committee. To address the potentially estate-
depleting litigation she feared Andrew and Colin would bring against Gordon as 
committees for their father, Bruce J., creatively and skillfully drafted an order which 
required the approval of the Public Guardian and Trustee in order to initiate any 

                                                           
121 PPA, supra note 77, s 9. 
122 Fraser, supra note 117 at para 20. 
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proceedings as committees for Mr. Fraser’s estate.124 It is unknown what approach the 
PGT would take to such approval. 

This case illustrates the potential artful crafting that can be required of a judge seeking 
to choose the right candidate(s) to potentially act as committee for older and incapable 
adults. While avoiding costly proceedings is certainly a priority, considering the 
consequences to an incapacitated adult had the Court chosen to appoint Gordon and 
the allegations against him had turned out to be true would place the financial and 
personal well-being of an incapacitated adult in great jeopardy.  

Ordering Medical Examinations under Section 3, PPA 

Section 3 of the PPA sets out the means by which a court may find an adult to be 
mentally incapacitated. The section requires two affidavits from medical professionals 
attesting to the adult’s incapacity. The case law treating this requirement points to some 
of the loopholes that may exist within the PPA, and to some of the practical problems 
these may bring about. 

Kartsonas v. Kartsonas125 

This decision of the British Columbia Court of Appeal (“BCCA”) discusses the PPA’s 
section 3 requirement that two medical affidavits attesting to an adult’s incapacity be 
submitted for the court to make a finding that an adult is mentally incapacitated.  

The appellant, Mr. Kartsonas, appealed the decision of the BCSC finding him incapable 
of managing his financial affairs.126 The chambers judge had found Mr. Kartsonas 
incapacitated and appointed his son and daughter as co-committees for his estate. This 
finding was made, despite finding that one of the medical affidavits was deficient. 

Although Mr. Kartsonas had once entertained a close relationship with his children, 
entrusting them with business ventures and granting a power of attorney to his son 
when vacationing in Greece with his wife (now deceased), Mr. Kartsonas’ physician 
reported cognitive changes to Mr. Kartsonas’ frontal lobes beginning in 2004. Soon 
after, Mr. Kartsonas’ relationship with his children began to deteriorate. When he 
returned home after being hospitalized in 2005, Mr. Kartsonas found that his children 
had taken alcohol out of his home and removed his car from his driveway, as his doctor 
had instructed that he should not drink and his driver’s license had been taken away. He 

                                                           
124 Ibid. at para 25. 
125 Kartsonas v. Kartsonas, 2009 BCCA 218 (CanLII), 2009 BCCA 218, 93 BCLR (4th) 287 [hereinafter 
Kartsonas (2009)]. 
126 2008 BCSC 1437, [2008] BCWLD 7938, [2008] BCWLD 7939. 
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accused his children of stealing from him, and continued to distrust them after this 
episode.127  

The medical evidence provided by the applicants was as follows: both affidavits were 
provided by geriatric psychiatrists. One of the affiants, Dr. Rabheru, clearly stated that in 
his opinion, Mr. Kartsonas was incapable of managing his finances, capable of granting 
and revoking a power of attorney, and that because of the conflict within the family, the 
Public Guardian and Trustee should be called upon to play a role in the management of 
Mr. Kartsonas’ estate. 

The second affiant, Dr. McDonald, pointed to Mr. Kartsonas’ serious cognitive deficits, 
indicated that his state had not changed since he had been found incapable of 
managing his property, but refused to provide an opinion, stating instead that he 
believed a full capacity assessment should be performed. However, in a report prepared 
by Dr. McDonald in 2007 in which he reviewed the opinion of Dr. Rabheru finding Mr. 
Kartsonas to be incapable of managing his finances, he clearly stated that he also 
believed Mr. Kartsonas was incapable of managing his property.128 

In discussing the medical evidence provided, Justice Newbury, writing for the BCCA, 
stated: 

(…) Given the very serious nature of a committeeship order, it is not appropriate 
to grant, nor does the Act permit the court to grant, an order of committeeship on 
the basis of ambiguous or unclear medical opinions, or opinions that are not up 
to date. 
 
In these circumstances, it seems to me that it would be appropriate for this court 
to order an assessment of Mr. Kartsonas pursuant to s. 5(1)(b) of the Act. 

(…)129 

Newbury J., did not approve the chambers judge’s decision to make a finding of 
incapacity on the basis of only one affidavit. 

The issue of whether a judge is able to address a gap in the evidence required by 
section 3 is important for all incapacitated adults; when an adult is in need of decision-
making assistance, we must act quickly to ensure that their interests, property or health 
related, are protected. If a judge is unable to remedy a gap in the evidence by ordering 
a medical examination, proceedings may potentially be placed on hold for an 
undetermined time or, the application may need to be disposed of, leaving a vulnerable 
adult without the assistance he or she requires. 
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128 Ibid at para 16. 
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While this appeal could be viewed as jeopardizing an older gentleman’s assets by 
setting aside the trial court’s finding of incapacity, setting a precedent that enables a 
court of first instance to make a finding of incapacity without abiding by the legislatively 
mandated documentary requirements would usurp the legislature’s intended protection 
of adults whose capacity is at issue by substituting the medical opinions upon which 
findings of incapacity are to be made under the PPA for those of lay persons appearing 
before the court. This could put at risk an older persons’ dignity and independence and 
lead to inaccurate findings of incapacity. 

The next case reviewed takes this discussion a step further by considering whether a 
court may utilize its ‘parens patriae’ jurisdiction to order a medical assessment where 
the requirements under section 3 have not been satisfied. 

Temoin v. Martin130 

The 2011 decision of the BCSC case of Temoin v. Martin was appealed (“BCSC”).  We 
will begin by reviewing the 2011 lower court decision. 

2011 BCSC 1727 

In 2011, Ms. Temoin had brought a petition under section 3 of the PPA to find her 
father, Mr. Martin, incapable of managing his property and personal affairs. At the time 
of the proceeding, Mr. Martin was 87 years old and married. Mr. Martin had been a 
successful business man and had a significant estate, much of which he had 
generously distributed to his children. Ms. Temoin brought her petition subsequent to a 
review of Mr. and Mrs. Martin’s estate plan by a lawyer and an accountant who had 
been hired for that purpose. 

At issue in both proceedings were sections 3 and 5 of the PPA. The relevant provisions 
of these sections read as follows: 

3 (1) If, on  

(a) hearing an application,  and 
(b) reading the affidavits of 2 medical practitioners setting out their opinion that 

the person who is the subject of the application is, because of  

(i) mental infirmity arising from disease, age or otherwise, ... 

                                                           
130 2012 BCCA 250, [2012] B.C.W.L.D. 4610, [2012] B.C.W.L.D. 4609, [2012] B.C.W.L.D. 4654, 77 E.T.R. 
(3d) 155, 216 A.C.W.S. (3d) 238, 32 B.C.L.R. (5th) 1, [2012] 8 W.W.R. 413 [Hereinafter Temoin (2012)],  
aff’g 2011 BCSC 1727, 26 B.C.L.R. (5th) 49, 210 A.C.W.S. (3d) 107, 73 E.T.R. (3d) 298, 345 D.L.R. (4th) 
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incapable of managing his or her affairs or incapable of managing himself or 
herself, or incapable of managing himself or herself or his or her affairs, 

the court is satisfied that the person is, because of  

(c) mental infirmity arising from disease, age or otherwise, ... 

incapable of managing his or her affairs or incapable of managing himself or 
herself, or incapable of managing himself or herself or his or her affairs, it must, 
by order, declare the person  

(e) incapable of managing his or her affairs, ... 

5 (1) If  

(a) an application is made or an issue is tried under section 3, [or] 
 
(b) an appeal is taken from an order under section 3, ... 

the court hearing the appeal or application or trying the issue may order the 
person who is the subject of the application or the patient to attend and submit at 
the time and place the order directs to examination. 

 
(2) An examination under this section must be made by  

(a) one or more medical practitioners other than those whose affidavits were 
before the court on the appeal, application or trial, or 

(b) a board of 3 or more medical practitioners designated by the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia at the request of the court. 

At issue in the initial proceeding was the question of whether the Court could 
order a medical examination where an applicant lacked the two medical affidavits 
required by section 3. The Honourable Madam Fisher, the chambers judge, 
reviewed the judicial treatment of this requirement and concluded that it could not 
be usurped: 

It has been settled law for many years that the court cannot order a medical 
examination under the Act before two medical affidavits have been 
produced. It began with McNeal v Few, (1975) 63 BCLR 281 (CA), where no 
medical affidavits were submitted with the application, but a Chambers judge had 
made an order under what is now s. 5 that the person who was the subject of the 
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application attend and submit to a medical examination. The Court of Appeal set 
aside that order on the basis that no such order could be made unless a proper 
application has been brought under s. 3, which requires affidavits from two 
medical practitioners attesting to the person’s incapability. Speaking for the 
Court, McFarlane J.A. said (at 284): 

I think that basically there must be a very sound reason for the 
legislature having enacted the legislation in this way, and supports 
an interpretation which I think ought to be given if the words are 
reasonably capable of it, namely, that to ask a court to make an order 
that a person may not handle his own affairs and have a committee 
appointed is a very serious matter indeed, and it seems to me 
altogether proper that as a condition of such an order being made 
the evidence of at least two duly qualified medical practitioners 
should be required as a preliminary necessity.131 

Indeed, to permit a court to make a finding of incapacity not on the basis of 
medical evidence would usurp the PPA’s attempt to protect vulnerable older 
adults by placing strict evidentiary requirements on a court’s ability to make such 
a finding. 

Justice Fischer goes on to quote the following passage from Re Scow:132 

The concluding words of McFarlane J.A. in the passage previously 
quoted, which I have emphasized, are a strong statement as to the 
requirements for the appointment of a committee, and is still the law today 
notwithstanding the provisions of R. 30. It is as equally serious to 
require a person to attend for a medical examination to determine 
that person’s mental capacity as it is to ask the court to appoint a 
committee without requiring two preliminary medical affidavits. The 
advent of R. 30 in its present form has not altered that basic requirement. 
The Patients Property Act is a code in itself for the appointment of a 
committee. If the legislature had considered that provisions for obtaining 

the required medical affidavits in respect of a person who was unwilling to 
be examined were necessary, desirable or required, the legislature would 
have enacted them. The Act itself allows the court to order a person to 
attend for a medical examination, but only after the initial medical affidavits 
have been provided. I do not think that a procedural provision in the Rules 
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can operate as an amendment to the Act, which would be the result, in 
effect, if R. 30 is applicable. (…)133 

Effectively, past judicial treatment of this question found that a medical 
examination may not be ordered under section 5 of the PPA where the section 3 
requirement of presenting two affidavits has not been fulfilled. Nevertheless, the 
chambers judge found an avenue that had not yet been explored: the court’s 
parens patriae jurisdiction. 

Justice Fisher explained that a court may only exercise its parens patriae 
jurisdiction where there is a gap in the legislation: where a piece of legislation 
dictates a course of action, the Court is not free to utilize this power.134 

The origin of the court’s parens patriae jurisdiction, explains the Chambers 
Judge, is to protect the interests of vulnerable persons who are unable to look 
after their own interests. Justice Fisher described the origin and use of the 
parens patriae jurisdiction, citing the Supreme Court decision of Re Eve:  

In Re Eve, [1986] 2 SCR 388, LaForest J. (for the Court) noted that the 

jurisdiction is founded in necessity and is to be exercised in the best interest of 
the protected person. He stated that the situations under which it can be 
exercised are “legion” and never closed. He described the jurisdiction as “of a 
very broad nature”, which can be invoked in matters such as custody, 
protection of property, health problems and protection against harmful 
associations. He went on to say (at para 75): 

What is more ... a court may act not only on the ground that injury to 
person or property has occurred, but also on the ground that such injury is 

apprehended. I might add that the jurisdiction is a carefully guarded one. 
The courts will not readily assume that it has been removed by legislation 
where a necessity arises to protect a person who cannot protect himself. 
[emphasis added] 

Justice Fisher then cited section 28 of the PPA, which states: 

If there is insufficient provision in this Act, the court may at any time, on 
the application of any person, make an order not in contradiction to this 
Act or the regulations that it considers necessary for or in the interests of 
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the proper, honest and prudent management and administration of the 
estate of a patient. 
 

Justice Fisher went on to consider whether there was sufficient evidence to make a 
prima facie finding that Mr. Martin was incapable of managing his finances, such as to 
bring into play the application of the Court’s parens patriae jurisdiction. 

 

Justice Fisher found that the evidence provided on behalf of two lawyers stating that Mr. 
Martin did not have sufficient testamentary capacity was not useful in determining 
whether or not he had capacity to manage his property, as one capacity does not 
equate to the other.135 Although there was medical evidence suggesting that Mr. Martin 
was incapable of managing his finances, the evidence was inconclusive. According to 
Fisher J., this proceeding was complicated by the fact that in making her case, Ms. 
Temoin focused on testamentary capacity instead of capacity to manage property. 

As such, although Fisher J., found that there were grounds upon which to order a 
medical examination under the Court’s parens patriae jurisdiction where the interests in 
question were with regards to a person in need of protection, she concluded that there 
were insufficient grounds upon which to find that Mr. Martin is a person in need of 
protection, and thereby dismissed the application.136 

2012 BCCA 250 

Ms. Temoin appealed Justice Fisher’s decision on the basis that she was erred in 
finding that there were insufficient grounds upon which to declare Mr. Martin a person in 
need of protection. 

In reviewing the decision of the chambers judge, Justice Neilson, writing for the Court, 
stated: 

The applicable legislation reflects the tension between the right to personal 
autonomy and the protection of vulnerable individuals that lies at the root of this 
litigation.137 

Neilson J., considered the first ground of appeal: whether the chambers judge 
erred in her determination that there existed a gap in the PPA which would 
enable a court to utilize its parens patriae jurisdiction. He found that Fisher J., did 
not err in her finding. In his analysis, Neilson J., stated: 

Whether a legislative gap exists is a question of legislative intent. The 
Patients Property Act reveals two objectives, both of which serve the goal 
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of free choice. First, it guards the autonomy of capable individuals by 
requiring a minimum of two medical affidavits to rebut the presumption of 
capability. Second, it protects the interests 

of vulnerable adults whose capacity has been compromised by mental 
infirmity, and who are therefore incapable of making autonomous choices. 

The legislative framework of the Act, however, presupposes a willing 
participant in two medical assessments, as well as ready access to two 
properly qualified physicians. It provides no protection for individuals who 
appear to be incapable but have no access to physicians, or who refuse to 
be medically examined. This gap is particularly acute if the refusal to 
undergo examinations flows from the apparent incapability. In these cases, 
the requirement of two medical opinions, designed to protect individual 
autonomy, become an impediment that places individuals who are 
incapable of making free choices beyond assistance. The inability to order 
medical examinations to provide an evidentiary foundation for a hearing under s. 
3 of the Patients Property Act leaves these individuals without autonomy or 
protection, and creates a gap that is incompatible with its legislative objectives 
[emphasis added].138 

Neilson J., considered the Kartsonas decision, discussed above, where the BCCA 
ordered a medical examination for an older adult who had been found to lack the 
capacity to manage his property by medical professionals but where one of the 
affidavits presented to support the finding of incapacity was deficient. 

Neilson J., continued his discussion by comparing the provisions of the PPA to those of 
other provinces, including Ontario’s SDA: 

I also find support for this conclusion in the fact that other provinces have 
filled this gap by enacting legislation that permits an application for 
professional assessments related to determination of capacity: Adult 
Guardianship and Trusteeship Act, S.A. 2008, c. A-4.2, ss. 104-105; Infirm 
Persons Act, R.S.N.B. 1973, c. I-8, ss. 5 and 8; Substitute Decisions Act, S.O. 
1992, c. 30, s. 79; The Adult Guardianship and Co-decision-making Act, S.S. 
2000, c. A-5.3, ss. 30 and 38. As the chambers judge noted, s. 4 of Bill 29, Adult 
Guardianship and Planning Statutes Amendment Act, 3rd Sess, 38th Parl, British 
Columbia, 2007, addresses the same issue in this province, but it has never 
been proclaimed and so has no status in this debate. 

The chambers judge considered whether the court's inherent jurisdiction or its 
parens patriae jurisdiction provided the better means of addressing the gap she 
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discovered in the Patients Property Act, and found the latter more conducive to 
the intervention sought by Ms. Temoin. I see no basis for interfering with that 
decision [emphasis added].139 

Perhaps most interestingly, the reviewing judge found that a court’s parens 
patriae jurisdiction, traditionally limited in its application to the protection of 
children and incapacitated adults, could apply to the legislative gap found by the 
chambers judge despite the fact that an adult had not yet been proven 
incapacitated as a result of a lack of two medical affidavits required by section 3 
of the PPA.140 

Neilson J., then examined the second issue of appeal: whether the chambers 
judge erred in finding that there must be prima facie evidence of incapacity 
before utilizing the court’s parents patriae jurisdiction. He found that the 
chambers judge was correct, stating: 

Ms. Temoin argues this set the threshold too high. She points out the Patients 
Property Act is directed to the protection of vulnerable individuals and stipulates 
medical evidence is essential in accomplishing that aim. She maintains the 
evidentiary test should reflect the importance of these objectives by adopting a 
lower threshold that errs in favour of obtaining the required medical evidence. 
Ms. Temoin submits that once a person's capacity is properly raised in a 
proceeding, an order for a medical examination is justified if the evidence 
supports a reasonable apprehension that the person lacks capacity. She also 
complains the threshold set by the chambers judge is impractical as it is circular. 
It requires the applicant to establish incompetence before an order for medical 
proof of that incompetence can be made. 

I do not find these arguments persuasive as they fail to recognize the 
significance of personal autonomy and the serious consequences of an 
order for committeeship or the intrusive nature of compelling an individual 
to undergo medical examination against his or her will. As well, a less 
onerous test has the potential to invite unwarranted harassment and abuse 
by individuals who bring proceedings under the Patients Property Act for 
self-serving motives. 

There is considerable support for a high evidentiary threshold in these 
circumstances.  

(…) 
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Ultimately, the exercise of the parens patriae power is discretionary, and 
will be governed by the facts of the individual case. Thus, flexibility is 
required and I decline to endorse one evidentiary standard for all cases of 
this nature. It is, however, beyond dispute that the applicant must present 
evidence establishing a serious question to be tried, both with respect to 
the individual's capacity and his or her need for protection. In this case, I am 
satisfied the chambers judge made no error in requiring prima facie evidence of 
incompetence and a compelling need for protection before she would exercise 
her parens patriae jurisdiction to make the order sought by Ms. Temoin 
[emphasis added].141 

As such, the BCCA decision confirms that prima facie evidence of incapacity is 
necessary to invoke the exercise of the court’s parens patriae jurisdiction.  As a 
result, any individual wishing to make a case for the court’s exercise of its parens 
patriae jurisdiction in the absence of the fulfillment of the section 3 affidavit 
requirement would have to present sufficient evidence of the adult in question’s 
incapacity. 

The third issue on appeal was whether the chambers judge erred in finding that there 
was insufficient evidence to make a prima facie finding that Mr. Martin was 
incapacitated. Neilson J., found that the chambers judge had erred in disregarding the 
evidence of testamentary capacity as she had; noting that testamentary capacity is not 
the same as capacity to manage one’s estate, it is not wholly irrelevant to the issue of 
capacity and should not have been entirely disposed of. Nevertheless, Neilson J., found 
that even in considering the evidence of testamentary capacity, there remained 
insufficient evidence to make a prima facie finding of incapacity in respect of Mr. Martin. 

This case presents a valuable discussion of the principles underlying the PPA: 
those of maintaining the personal autonomy of persons with capacity, and of 
protecting the interests of incapacitated persons. As elicited by Neilson J., the 
provisions of the PPA should not hinder the protection of incapable persons 
where they do not have access to a medical professional capable of rendering a 
necessary medical opinion, or are unwilling to obtain one. Requirements under 
the PPA should facilitate the protection of individuals lacking capacity, not hinder 
it.  

Pepe v. Pepe142 

This case also addresses the difficulty of obtaining two medical affidavits in order to 
satisfy the requirements of section 3 of the PPA.  

                                                           
141 Ibid. at paras 57 to 61. 
142 2012 CarswellBC 68, 2012 BCSC 24, 210 ACWS (3d) 787, [2012] BCWLD 2534.  
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The PGT brought an application to declare 96 year-old Carl Pepe (“Mr. Pepe”) 
incapable of managing his finances and legal affairs, and sought to be appointed his 
committee. Mr. Pepe’s two primary caregivers, Lucy (his wife) and Donald (his son) 
contested the application and argued that one of the doctor’s reports filed by the PGT, 
from 2008, was too old. Counsel for Lucy and Donald argued that a new affidavit should 
be ordered. The Court considered that Lucy and Donald had 5 months before the 
hearing to obtain a medical assessment had they wished to do so, but they did not. In 
addition, the Court considered that the PGT tried to assist by facilitating a doctor’s 
appointment and examination for Mr. Pepe but that it seemed Lucy had thwarted the 
PGT’s attempt to bring Mr. Pepe to a medical examination.143 

In addition, the medical reports presented by the PGT stated that Mr. Pepe is unlikely to 
regain capacity. The Court considered that if they are to order an additional medical 
examination, there would be no guarantee that Mr. Pepe would attend; in fact, it was 
likely that Lucy or Donald would stand in the way of ensuring that he attended.  

The Court found Mr. Pepe to be incapable of managing his financial affairs in 
accordance with the two reports submitted and appointed the PGT to be his 
committee.144  

Although Mr. Pepe filed an affidavit in 2011 stating his preference that the PGT not look 
after his affairs, the Court considered the similarity of this affidavit to the materials and 
affidavits filed by Lucy and Carl and chose not to give great weight to that evidence. In 
addition, the Court considered Lucy’s prior dealings with her husband’s property; she 
filed a petition for divorce in the same proceeding under which she tried to claim an 
interest in a business registered solely in Mr. Pepe’s name, and refused to come forth 
and provide information requested by the PGT which was claimed in her husband’s best 
interests.145  

In addition, under her and Carl’s care and supervision, Mr. Pepe had been found to be 
doing rather poorly.146  

In his judgment, Justice Blair considered that both Donald and Lucy had medical 
conditions. He stated that this would be insufficient on its own to prevent their 
appointment as co-committees for Mr. Pepe, but that the combination of their 
questionable past involvement in Mr. Pepe’s affairs as well as their potential conflicts of 
interest- Lucy as a beneficiary to Mr. Pepe’s estate and legally opposed to Mr. Pepe’s 
interests due to the lawsuit she had initiated against his commercial interest, and 
Donald had a leasing interest in the property owned by Mr. Pepe, thereby placing him in 

                                                           
143 Ibid. at paras 14, 18. 
144 Ibid. at para 21. 
145 Ibid. at para 30. 
146 Ibid. at para 29. 
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a position where he stood to gain from accessing control over Mr. Pepe’s financial 
affairs.147 

On that basis, Blair J., appointed the PGT as committee for Mr. Pepe’s financial affairs. 

This case is noteworthy in that the Court’s willingness to utilize a doctor’s report that 
was deficient in its timeframe, contrasts with the Court’s unwillingness to make a finding 
of incapacity without ordering a new medical examination in Kartsonas, discussed 
above.  It is plausible that the difference in circumstances is based on there being 
sufficient evidence in Pepe to warrant a finding of incapacity and in protecting Mr. 
Pepe’s interests which required the appointment of the PGT.  Whereas in Kartsonas, 
Mr. Kartsonas’ children seemed well-intentioned and the immediate involvement and 
oversight of the PGT was unnecessary. This is a possibly a pragmatic view of the two 
courts’ decisions. 

An alternative explanation, perhaps the deficiency in Pepe was milder than in 
Kartsonas, making it easier for the court to reconcile the evidence, making a finding of 
incapacity without needing to order an additional medical assessment. 

Pepe offers a valuable analysis of the multifactorial assessment a court is called upon to 
perform when applying the PPA’s provisions to a determination of incapacity and the 
appointment of a committee: the provisions are not applied mechanically, but rather, 
with a view to conserving the interests of the older adult when he or she is in need of 
protection. 

Admitting Evidence in a Capacity Proceeding 

Temoin v. Martin148 

In this case, explored above, the reviewing judge refused to admit new evidence 
presented by Ms. Temoin, the appellant. At issue in the proceeding was whether there 
were insufficient grounds at trial upon which to declare Mr. Martin a person in need of 
protection. Ms. Temoin sought to introduce surreptitiously taken recordings of Mr. Martin 
discussing estate matters over the phone with her and her brother.  

The BCCA refused to hear the evidence, stating that only in very rare instances, the 
Court would be willing to take evidence submitted between the initial proceeding and 
the one at hand showing that the judge of first instance relied on incorrect assumptions. 
Neilson J., writing for the Court, did not agree that the evidence at hand constituted 
evidence of this sort. 
                                                           
147 Ibid.  at para 44. 
148 Temoin (2012), supra note 128. 
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Evidentiary requirements in capacity proceedings must take into account the 
vulnerability of incapacitated adults. In most legal proceedings, surreptitiously-obtained 
evidence would not be admitted as to do so would violate the rights of the individual 
whose privacy rights were breached149. However, where the information in question can 
help to clarify a question in respect of capacity, courts are sometimes willing to make an 
exception.  

Evidence such as the recorded phone call in Temoin, however, are laden with doubt; 
evidence presented by a party in order to promote his or her interest will likely be 
viewed as suspect. Although the court will want to satisfy itself that it has examined all 
of the evidence available when making a finding that has as severe an impact on an 
adult’s autonomy as a finding of incapacity, electronically recorded evidence and other 
forms of evidence, the origin of which may not be completely understood by the Court, 
could in fact pose a risk to older adults whose capacity is to be determined in light of 
such evidence. 

Power of Attorney Act (“PAA”)  

Houston v. Houston150 

This case considered whether a power of attorney made later in time than an initial 
power of attorney necessarily revokes the first document.  

The application was brought by Mrs. Houston, widow of Dr. James Houston (“Dr. 
Houston Sr.”). The litigation arose out of an unfortunate family dispute that came about 
in the years preceding Dr. Houston Sr.’s death.  

Dr. Houston Sr. and Mrs. Houston had both drafted similar wills, of which their children 
had been made aware. In 2005, Dr. Houston Sr. had made a power of attorney which 
named his wife and his son, Dr. Houston Jr., as his co-attorneys. Just short of three 
years later, in 2008, Dr. Houston Sr. wrote a second power of attorney which named his 
wife as his attorney and his son as his attorney in the event that his wife was unable to 
act. 

Dr. Houston Jr. then acted on the basis of the first power of attorney to sever the joint 
tenancy held by Dr. Houston Sr. and his wife on a condominium just under a month 
before his father passed away.151  

                                                           
149 Contrast this to Saltzman v Saltzman, 2011 CarswellOnt 15786, 2011 ONSC 3555, 214 A.C.W.S. (3d) 637, [2012] W.D.F.L. 
2764, 77 E.T.R. (3d) 301 (S.C.J.) 
150 BCCA 2012 300, 216 ACWS 272, [2012] BCWLD 5291, [2012] BCWLD 5221 aff’g Houston v. Houston 
(2011), 2011 BCSC 510, 2011 CarswellBC 967. 
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The first issue in this appeal entailed a determination of whether the second power of 
attorney put an end to the one made earlier in time. 

Sections 3 and 4 of BC’s PAA state: 

3 If an agent purports to act on behalf of a principal at a time when the agent's 
authority to do so has been terminated and 

(a) the act is within the scope of the agent's former authority, and 

 (b) the agent has no knowledge of the termination, 

then, for the purpose of determining the liability of the agent for the act, the agent 
is deemed to have had the authority to so act. 

4(1) If 

(a) the authority of an agent has been terminated, and 

(b) a person who has no knowledge of the termination purports to deal with the 
principal through the agent, then, for the purpose of determining the legal rights 
and obligations of the principal in relation to that person, the transaction is, in 
favour of that person, deemed to be as valid as if the authority had existed. 

Newbury J., considered whether a legal doctrine of implied revocation applied in British 
Columbia. In doing so, he states: 

(…) it would appear that even if a power of attorney may in theory be revoked 

by implication, in practice the conduct on which the revocation is grounded must 
leave no room for doubt that the donor intended to revoke. It is difficult to imagine 
what type of conduct would suffice, short of an express revocation and the 
communication of that to the attorney. In any event, it appears that the mere fact 
a donor has executed a power of attorney in favour of A and later executes 
another in favour of B will not by itself be regarded as conduct that 
unambiguously reflects an intention to revoke the first.152 

Newbury J., concluded that to determine whether a grantor of a power of attorney 
meant to revoke it, one must look at the intention of the grantor. Newbury J., found that 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
151 Ibid. at para 4. 
152 Ibid. at para 43. 
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there was nothing in the evidence showing that Dr. Houston Sr. intended to revoke the 
first power of attorney. 

Justice Newbury concluded:  

(…) that the trial judge's findings that Dr. Houston Sr. had not revoked his first 
power of attorney and that he had "clearly instructed Dr. James Houston to use 
[it] so that his estate would be preserved and his ultimate wishes fulfilled”153 

While this decision certainly did not protect the interests of Mrs. Houston, the difficulty in 
revoking powers of attorney is consistent with the use of powers of attorneys for 
different purposes; for instance, older adults may grant a power of attorney to a family 
member when going on vacation, and a second power of attorney to a different family 
member to pay their bills. Although the disposition of this appeal did not protect the 
interests of Mrs. Houston, as a precedent, it serves to protect the interests of older 
adults who may rely on powers of attorney to manage their personal and financial 
affairs. 

By the same token, the difficulty in revoking a power of attorney could lead to abuse. In 
this case, there was evidence presented according to which the severance of the joint 
tenancy was consistent with Dr. Houston Sr.’s stated testamentary disposition. Powers 
of attorney could, however, instead be used as a means of gaining access to the assets 
of older adults for one’s own exploitive and personal use. When taking instructions from 
older adults who wish to grant powers of attorneys, it is a good idea to verify whether 
any additional powers of attorneys are in existence and need to be clearly and 
unequivocally revoked. 

Brunette v. Bryce154 

At issue in this case was a concerned family member’s ability to obtain a financial 
accounting for an older adult from her attorney for property. 

In 2010, the applicants filed a petition to become committee for the estate and personal 
care of their aunt, Patricia Ruth Bryce (“Mrs. Bryce”).  In 2003, Mrs. Bryce had granted 
an enduring power of attorney for property to her daughter, Kelly. 

Before seeking a petition, the applicants sought an accounting of Mrs. Bryce’s finances 
from Kelly, stating that they wanted to make sure her estate was being managed as 
efficiently as possible.155  

                                                           
153 Ibid. at para 58. 
154 2010 CarswellBC 3220, 2010 BCSC 1681, [2011] BCWLD 1269, 62 ETR (3d) 299.  
155 Ibid. at para 6. 
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The Court found that the applicants did not have standing to request an accounting of 
Mrs. Bryce’s finances. If their petition was allowed and they were made co-committees 
of Mrs. Bryce, they would have right of access to a full accounting of her property. Until 
then, Mrs. Bryce’s finances were to be handled by her daughter, and the Court did not 
find grounds upon which to permit the applicants to have access to an accounting. 

On the one hand, this decision safeguards the privacy of incapable adults’ finances. On 
the other hand, if this were a situation where abuse of a power of the attorney was 
taking place, one wonders how a concerned family member would act without having 
the standing to obtain an accounting. That being said, the family members in this case 
had brought forth a petition for committeeship, which the Court appeared to view as the 
appropriate route to address their concern about their aunt’s finances.  

 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

Both Ontario and British Columbia and indeed Provinces across Canada, have 
progressed over the past decade or so, in initiatives to develop a more effective 
legislative regime to protect the affairs of incapable/incapacitated adults, while at the 
same time considering principles of dignity and autonomy. Nevertheless, improvements 
are never finite: British Columbia has made many reforms and it is unknown when it will 
complete its transition to a more gradated and time-limited system of guardianship.156 

Ontario, considered to be a leader in modern systems of guardianship only a decade 
ago, initiated a review of its legislation in order to determine how to address certain 
gaps in the legislation. One of these ongoing considerations is determining whether 
ageist ideologies have become infiltrated within Ontario’s system of substitute decision-
making.157 

Although each province faces its own set of challenges in terms of protecting its aging 
population, the recurring theme of protection vs. autonomy weaves its way through 
court decisions involving older adults. The combination of legislative enactments and a 
hardworking judiciary continues to facilitate and develop the protections for older adults.  
Our common law continues to develop and shape this area of the law. Of course, 
conflicting decisions exist and continue.  

One of the major shortfalls existing in both provinces is that of initiating proceedings in a 
timely manner. 

                                                           
156 See e.g. Public Guardian and Trustee of British Columbia “Adult Guardianship Legislation in BC”, 
online at: Public Guardian and Trustee of British Columbia, 
<http://www.trustee.bc.ca/news_information/Adult_Guardianship.htm>. 
157 See e.g. Law Commission of Ontario, Margaret Wahl, “Developing an Anti-Ageist Approach within 
Law” (2009), online at: Law Commission of Ontario, <http://www.lco-cdo.org/en/older-adults-lco-funded-
papers-margaret-hall-sectionI>. 
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Reflecting upon the experiences of older adults in our courts over the past few years is 
one way in which we can prepare ourselves for future proceedings and improve our 
planning initiatives and litigation strategy.  This will enable lawyers to continue to 
represent the interests of older persons in the courts as effectively as possible. 

Both careful and creative planning, which anticipates present social and demographic 
challenges, as well as increased knowledge and awareness will help better protect the 
older adult.  

For further resources and publications, please visit our Whaley Estate Litigation Blog 
site at: http://whaleyestatelitigation.com/blog/ 
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